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AUSTRALIA

Rio Tinto Mostly Unscathed By Current
Volatility
Rio Tinto has a strong balance sheet and margin advantages, which should enable the resource leader to
weather the current volatile environment.
-Copper outlook deteriorating amid weak industrial demand
-Aluminium market remains highly challenged
-Strong cash flow being generated from iron ore
By Eva Brocklehurst
So far, Rio Tinto ((RIO)) has escaped most of the ravages of the coronavirus pandemic as its operations
continue with minimum curtailments. Still, the company has issued cautious guidance for 2020, particularly in
the case of developments.
Most of the disruptions from lockdowns are in mining operations at Richards Bay in South Africa, and aluminium
operations in Canada and New Zealand. Rio Tinto has investigated ways to mitigate the impact of the
pandemic via roster changes, and is investigating and assessing the fabrication of long lead items in China and
Europe.
Credit Suisse assesses there was nothing significantly different with the production report but there is
undoubtedly a lot happening behind the scenes to respond to changing market conditions.

The company has signalled recovery rates may differ across regions and it will update the market once the
situation stabilises. The main change to guidance for 2020 is a reduction in copper production, reduced by
-50,000t to 475-520,000t.
While this may be a volatile year for commodities, Morgans considers the company's flagship Australian
operations should avoid any major impact from the pandemic and allow Rio Tinto to benefit from its balance
2

operations should avoid any major impact from the pandemic and allow Rio Tinto to benefit from its balance
sheet and margin advantages.
There are minor labour-related delays across projects as a result of the pandemic and this comes amid the
benefits of a weaker Australian dollar. Hence, capital expenditure is now expected to be lower in 2020, at
US$5-6bn.
Rio Tinto notes major projects at Koodaideri (iron ore, Western Australia) and Oyu Tolgoi (copper/gold,
Mongolia) are on track. UBS is more confident about the former, as the Australian government has supported
ongoing operations, whereas Oyu Tolgoi appears more at risk because of its reliance on experienced expats to
progress the works.
Macquarie found cuts to capital expenditure larger than expected, as nearly half is attributable to a reduction
in discretionary sustaining expenditure in iron ore. The broker calculates the cut to guidance is split 50-50
between delayed expenditure on Zulti South (mineral sands, South Africa), Kemano (aluminium, Canada) and
Oyu Tolgoi and reductions in discretionary expenditure within the sustaining budget for Pilbara refurbishments.
Copper
Rio Tinto has pointed out the outlook for copper is deteriorating, and indication of negative industrial growth
expectations globally. Mined copper production was -8% lower in the quarter, reflecting the lower copper
grades and partially offset by higher throughput.
Citi points out although demand was reasonable in the first quarter a decline in the copper price reflects
deteriorating industrial growth expectations. An earthquake at Kennecott (US) has meant operations are still
getting back to normal but the mine, tailings storage and refinery have all resumed safe operations.
Rio Tinto has reduced 2020 mined and refined copper guidance by -16% and -10% respectively, because of a
potential reduction at Escondida (Chile) in the second half and repairs from the earthquake damage at
Kennecott.
Aluminium
Rio Tinto has acknowledged the aluminium market remains highly challenged, largely because of lower
automotive production, and is changing the product mix to reduce proportion of primary metal being produced
as a value-added product. The reviews of both the Iceland and New Zealand smelters are ongoing.
Iron Ore
The March quarter was seasonally softer for iron ore, with 72.9mt shipped, but since Cyclone Damien Pilbara
production has recovered. The company has also boosted concentrate in the mix from Iron Ore Co (Canada).
Demand for high-quality iron ore products is robust, amid disruptions to seaborne supply and firm demand
from China's steel mills . UBS notes iron ore inventory at Chinese ports is around 113mt compared with 140mt
this time last year.
At least the Chinese steel industry is running, Shaw and Partners notes, and this is consuming iron ore, which is
likely to account for more than 90% of 2020 earnings. The broker, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored
daily on the FNArena database, has a Buy rating and $94 target.
Morgans asserts the low point for bulk resources is likely to be down the track, concerned that demand
destruction for iron ore in areas outside of China may overwhelm that country's recovery.
Marketability of Rio Tinto's products with be the important safeguard in this respect, the broker adds. Morgans
ascertains the resources sector offers a more attractive dividend profile at this juncture versus several of the
traditional high-yield sectors.
The database has three Buy ratings, three Hold and one Sell (Credit Suisse). The consensus target is $97.79,
signalling 6.9% upside to the last share price. The dividend yield on 2020 and 2021 forecasts is 6.1% and 5.8%
respectively.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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AUSTRALIA

Sandfire Resources Progresses Cautiously
Sandfire Resources has erred on the cautious side, withdrawing production guidance while development
projects are likely to be delayed.
-More contained copper/gold at Monty but more costly to extract
-Timing risk around developments at Black Butte and T3
-Botswana expected to lead future developments
By Eva Brocklehurst
Despite appearing on track to meet guidance, Sandfire Resources ((SFR)) has withdrawn its guidance for copper
and gold production, pending an assessment of the impact of the coronavirus pandemic.
Macquarie is surprised that guidance was withdrawn, as the March quarter production report was firm across
all key production and cost metrics. Exploration in Botswana (T3) is also encouraging, signalling there is more
potential upside to the broker's base case forecasts.
DeGrussa operations continue to operate at full capacity, while the ramp up at Monty has been hampered by
lower milled tonnage. Grades have fallen despite more copper and gold being added to reserve estimates.

Cash costs were down -11% in the March quarter and the company has no debt. The total underground reserves
at DeGrussa and Monty are 4.2mt at a 4.9% copper and 1.6g/t gold. Sandfire should still produce the same, or
more, copper and gold from Monty but brokers ascertain it will take longer and be at higher cost.
Bell Potter assesses this was the most upbeat quarterly report for some time from Sandfire having been
concerned about copper grades at Monty. These have lifted significantly and the updated reserve points to
strong margins and a key production contribution from the project.
Monty is more structurally complex than previously estimated but Citi notes the life-of-mine plan is drilled out
and that essentially de-risks production to the September quarter 2022.
4

and that essentially de-risks production to the September quarter 2022.
Still, this does not solve the company's problem with the short mine life at DeGrussa. The broker assesses there
is still a high risk of a gap in production between the cessation of mining at DeGrussa and the
commencement of either T3 or Black Butte. Bell Potter, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on
the FNArena database, has a Buy rating and $5.45 target.
Ord Minnett acknowledges there is a path to replacing DeGrussa production with the US and African projects
but points out this carry significant development risk, particularly around timing and budget.
New Projects
The company provided no further information on feasibility studies at its new projects, with the timing of
outcomes likely to be delayed. Black Butte has received government approval but there are no further
developments.
Goldman Sachs points out regulatory hurdles were a key risk overhanging Black Butte as no mine has been
permitted in Montana in the last 26 years. The broker expects copper production will take a step down to
around 50-60,000tpa, from 70,000tpa, with the depletion of DeGrussa and assuming both T3 and Black Butte
are developed.
The optimisation study of T3 in Botswana was also expected in the June quarter and, while continuing, a final
outcome is likely to be delayed. Exploration has been temporarily suspended and management is considering
increasing the scale of the T3 plant.
Goldman Sachs endorses the company's approach to the project expansion, increasing its modelling to include
a 4.5mtpa mill, and believing there is attractive exploration upside as well.
The broker also assumes T3 is given priority as it appears to deliver higher returns than Black Butte, expecting
Sandfire will develop these projects in a series rather than parallel, to reduce execution risks. Goldman Sachs,
not one of the seven, has a Neutral rating and $4.10 target.
UBS expects the two projects could replace around 70,000tpa of production from DeGrussa and also suspects
Botswana may be developed ahead of Montana, while Citi incorporates a delay to both projects of around nine
months, believing T3 will need to break ground during 2021 to avoid a gap in copper production. Upside from
oxide stockpiles and tailings at DeGrussa could buy some time, the broker adds.
Given the current uncertainty, Citi expects the share price is likely to move in tandem with the copper
price and expects this to lift in the second half of 2020, as industrial activity picks up and the stimulus in
China has an impact.
There are four Buy ratings and three Hold on the database. The consensus target is $5.40, suggesting 29.4%
upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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South32 Redoubles Efforts To Protect Cash
Flow
South32 is making a considerable effort to protect its balance sheet as its commodity spectrum comes under
pressure from virus-related restrictions.
-Initiates review to lower costs even further by FY21
-Sentiment centres on aspects outside of the company's control
-Competitive advantage, yet risk lies with a deeper slowdown
By Eva Brocklehurst
Weakness across coal and base metals in the March quarter as well as virus-related production restrictions
have put pressure on South32 ((S32)), which has undertaken a string of measures to preserve its balance sheet.
The company has pulled back expenditure on several assets amid efforts to reduce costs, and initiated a review
to lower costs even further by FY21. Sustaining expenditure has been reduced by -14% in FY20. Expenditure on
growth projects will slow as mobility restrictions affect operations, even as South Africa eases restrictions and
South32 recommences manganese operations, albeit at a reduced rate.
Although, as Ord Minnett notes, capacity and sales will hinge on the performance of the South African rail
provider, Transnet. Capital expenditure of US$22.8m at the Ambler Metals joint venture (Alaska) will be
deferred, while greenfield exploration will be reduced by -US$10m.

6

Guidance had already been withdrawn for energy coal and manganese in South Africa as well as Cerro Matoso
(Colombia) and now Australian manganese (GEMCO) guidance is reduced by -5%. Even so, Morgan Stanley still
suspect strong increases in production are required at Illawarra and Worsley to meet guidance.
Metallurgical coal and manganese production were weaker during the March quarter, while nickel was the
notable positive exception among base metals. Moreover, port delays have affected shipments for Worsley
(Western Australia) and GEMCO (Northern Territory).
UBS points out the company relies on third parties for much of its logistics and supply, which could be a
problem. The broker's expected recovery in earnings into FY21 also relies on production returning to normal
and a recovery in prices from current levels, particularly for alumina, aluminium and coal.
Meanwhile, the divestment of South Africa Energy Coal is progressing and there is an interim pricing agreement
on coal to the Duvha power station, as the asset undergoes a divestment process.
Sentiment
The company is one of the better placed, in Ord Minnett's view, in the event commodity prices fall further,
given its stronger margins. Still t he broker is becoming increasingly cautious about base metals, amid
thinning global demand. Moreover, it is hard to isolate short-term re-rating catalysts.
Credit Suisse believes sentiment centres on dynamics that are out of the company's control, despite South32
being net cash and making a big effort to ensure the balance sheet is not compromised. The company's
commodity exposures are under pressure and earnings will be soft but Credit Suisse assesses the stock is
attractive enough to retain an Outperform rating.
However, Macquarie finds free cash flow is marginal under spot pricing and downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform. Production of coal in the March quarter was more than -10% below its forecasts in the range of
other metals were also weaker than expected.
This has intensified the pressure on earnings, with Macquarie calculating a spot price scenario generates -35%
7

This has intensified the pressure on earnings, with Macquarie calculating a spot price scenario generates -35%
lower earnings in FY21 and FY22 versus its base case forecasts.
This comes despite tailwinds from currency delivering lower costs for Australia's Worsley, Illawarra and
Cannington, countered by higher costs for South Africa and Colombia (Cerro Matoso) as these operations are
affected more by the pandemic.
Yet Morgans expects the cash burn will reverse in the June quarter as the company preserves capital. Lower
expenditure, savings and reduced dividends should also combine to provide a competitive advantage. Morgans
acknowledges there is a risk of a deeper synchronised global slowdown that could stretch the duration of
the down cycle to more than 2-3 years and that may not suit all investors.
While retaining an Add rating, the broker recommends most investors should wait for better signs of macro
stability before adding to positions. FNArena's database has five Buy ratings and two Hold. The consensus
target is $2.65, suggesting 36.7% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Perpetual May Still Need To Cut Its Dividend
There are some positive stories emanating from Perpetual's initiatives but one broker questions whether the
dividend may still need to be cut.
-Net inflows occurring in Private Wealth
-Citi suspects dividend may need to be cut
-Acquisitions may be the best way to overcome outflows
By Eva Brocklehurst
Perpetual ((PPT)) delivered another weak fund performance over the March quarter, although improvements
were noted towards the end of the period. The majority of flagship products are underperforming over the
one, three and five-year scenarios, Credit Suisse notes, that could leave the business further exposed to
outflows.
The investment division reported a -19% decline in funds under management as of March, to its lowest level
since 2003. While organic prospects across other divisions are robust, and cost growth guidance has been
lowered, UBS expects earnings per share will decline -9% in FY21 and grow 4% from FY22.
Morgan Stanley anticipates outflows over the next two quarters in Perpetual Investments because of the tough
macro backdrop. The broker was impressed by the outcome in Private Wealth, where there were net inflows,
given the volatility late in the quarter and a seasonally quiet period at the start.

Citi, meanwhile, notes some resilience in the Investments performance as fund outflows ease back, partially
because of the absence of large institutional mandate losses.
Extra cost savings reflect reduced travel and entertainment expenses as well as lower regulatory and
acquisition-related expenditure in the second half. Most of these costs are expected to rebound when the
business returns to normal, although more initiatives on the cost front may be required if the challenging
revenue environment is prolonged.
9

Citi , the most negative across the FNArena database, assesses there are some positives, in that new strategies
are delivering in certain areas and account for the bulk of the performance fees of $2.2m in the quarter.
While the broker continues to believe Perpetual is well-positioned to benefit from the current dislocation in
advice, because of delays in this area most the benefits are likely to accrue in FY21 or later.
Value?
UBS envisages limited value upside in Investments. Moreover, margin impacts from outflows are rising, with
68% of 12-month outflows from retail & intermediate channels compared with only 17% in the previous
corresponding quarter.
The valuation may be a little stretched, but there are still options from markets and growth initiatives, in
Credit Suisse's view. Still, the broker concedes it is likely this latest update will trigger a reduction in
consensus earnings forecasts.
Morgan Stanley is more confident, asserting there is compelling value in Perpetual, as the company is adding
critical ESG (environmental, social and governance) capabilities and offers more diversity in its Wealth and
Corporate Trust divisions. The broker also highlights the strong brand in Investments.
The transformation offered by the pending Trillium acquisition is expected generate stronger flows and
diversify earnings. In this way, Perpetual will be more diverse compared with other asset managers under
Morgan Stanley's coverage via its Corporate Trust and Private Wealth.
Dividends
Citi envisages challenges for future flows as well as cost and dividend concerns. Dividends are key to many of
the company's shareholders and the broker wonders whether unrealised market losses will be set aside again in
order to pay the dividend. The broker suspects, even so, this will not be enough to prevent a reduction to the
dividend, now expecting $0.80 in the second half.
Acquisitions may be delayed and more are likely. This appears to be the best way to overcome found outflows
from equities, Citi asserts, despite the inherent risks. Still the strategy may be on hold for a period as current
conditions make it difficult to negotiate transactions.
The main issue appears to be a problem with determining the inherent value of potential acquisitions as well
as the challenges in performing due diligence in the case of offshore opportunities. While domestic acquisitions
may be easier to settle these do not appear to be on the original agenda, the broker points out.
The database has one Buy (Morgan Stanley), five Hold and one Sell (Citi) for Perpetual. The consensus target is
$32.49, suggesting 17.6% upside to the last share price. The dividend yield on FY20 and FY21 forecasts is 6.5%
and 6.4% respectively.
See also, Perpetual Kicks Off 2020 With the US Expansion on February 3 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Nearmap Prepares For Weak Conditions
Nearmap has implemented savings initiatives, anticipating positive cash flow by June, despite being deemed
an essential service and unaffected to date by the pandemic.
-Cost savings to neutralise cash burn as FY21 commences
-Cash flow could return to negative as investment is ramped up
-Resilient cloud-based subscription business model
By Eva Brocklehurst
Nearmap ((NEA)), despite no evidence of an impact on trading from the pandemic, is taking on a range of cost
initiatives to set the mapping business up for a breakeven on cash flow by June 2020.
That said, some small customers are exposed to the impact of the pandemic and any requests for assistance
are being considered on a case-by-case basis. Morgan Stanley points out Nearmap has been deemed an
essential service as it helps customers adapt to remote working conditions by reducing the need for site visits.
Survey flights are scheduled as normal.
Sales and marketing attention remains on verticals where there are strong growth opportunities. The savings
initiatives include reduced executive remuneration, a -20% reduction in employee salaries for a period of six
months, deferral of bonuses, and redundancies equating to around 10% of personnel.

New camera systems are also being delayed with a focus on maintaining existing systems. New sales are still
likely, Citi asserts, particularly in sectors such as insurance, government and utilities. From a regional
perspective, the broker assumes new business in New York is relatively more affected than the rest of the US
and Australia.
Macquarie expects management's decisions will provide increased confidence the business can withstand the
current crisis and deliver growth as economies recover. Canaccord Genuity assesses the range of cost savings
will neutralise the cash burn as FY21 commences.
11

Still, there is limited operating leverage for the foreseeable future and profit growth is likely to be offset by
salary increases, back pay and expenditure and R&D increases, in the broker's view. While cash flow may break
even in the first half of FY21, Citi concurs that this could slip back to negative in the second half as investment
is ramped up ahead of a return to a normal growth trajectory.
Up-selling customers through new product features has been a driver of growth especially in Australasia, and
the broker expects some customers will increase usage because of the pandemic. However, up-selling is likely
to be constrained by those customers reducing annual contract values, particularly as some are cutting the
number of personnel.
Churn
Citi expects the cash balance will reduce to $31m by the end of FY21. The broker's base case is that Nearmap
does not require additional capital but the main risk is that churn could be higher than anticipated, and cash
receipts lower as customers defer or delay payments.
Criteria in assessing the significance of any churn consist of whether customers consider Nearmap a critical
solution or a "nice to have" solution, and this remains dependent on customer type.
Larger enterprises are envisaged less likely to experience churn, particularly those on multi-year deals and
using premium content. The broker also expects a higher probability of churn among customers in solar,
architecture, construction and engineering.
Investment View
Canaccord Genuity considers the investment thesis broadly unchanged, given the resilience of cloud-based
subscription business models. Nearmap is still likely to emerge as an industry leader, having a unique
first-mover advantage in delivering aerial imagery on a subscription basis.
The broker, not one of the seven monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a Buy rating and $2.50 target.
There are three Buy ratings on the database, with a consensus target of $2 suggesting 63.9% upside to the last
share price.
Citi adds a High Risk to its Buy rating, expecting weak economic conditions will negatively affect growth over
the next 6-12 months. The broker accepts the company's cost reductions are prudent, as there is sufficient
liquidity to invest in growth when economic conditions become better.
Citi outlines three reasons to buy the stock including its market-leading profitable Australian business, a
scalable business model and an under-penetrated opportunity in the US.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Firm Outlook For BHP Despite Restrictions
BHP Group retains a reasonably robust outlook for its key commodities, despite restrictions, as some
development projects are deferred or delayed to shore up capital in the event conditions deteriorate.
-Production guidance reiterated for petroleum, iron ore and coking coal
-Tailwind from lower Australian dollar likely in FY20
-Capex budget for FY21 likely to be lower
By Eva Brocklehurst
The weather played a large part in a soft March quarter, affecting BHP Group's ((BHP)) oil and coal production
on Australia's North West Shelf, Queensland and the Gulf of Mexico.
Nevertheless, brokers consider the company's range of commodities and geographies provides for a robust
outlook, despite the restrictions on movements emanating from the lock-downs in several countries.
Regardless of stronger demand in China, the company anticipates other major economies, such as the US,
Europe and India will contract sharply in the June quarter. Steel production ex China could contract in
double-digit percentage points in 2020, while the scale of the loss of demand in oil means storage capacity
globally is likely to be tested.

What remains consistent, in Credit Suisse's view, is that development projects are going to shift further out, as
movement of people and goods is restricted and non-essential expenditure is curtailed in the event conditions
worsen.
Still, the broker points out that Western Australian iron ore is on the way to a record year and key
developments such as South Flank (iron ore) and Mad Dog (oil) are on track. A deferral of Jansen (potash,
Canada) is also considered a positive. In fact, Credit Suisse speculates whether this may be the perfect
opportunity to defer a decision on Jansen for a much longer period.
13

Production Outlook
BHP Group has reiterated FY20 production guidance for petroleum, iron ore and metallurgical (coking) coal. As
a result of China's dominance, weakness outside of China in iron ore is considered less instrumental in price
formation than it is for other commodities.
While the diversity of metallurgical coal demand is a long-term advantage for BHP Group, this has become
more of a difficulty in current circumstances, brokers ascertain. Yet guidance for metallurgical coal production
is unchanged, albeit expected to be at the lower end of ranges. High levels of rainfall have affected production
at Peak Downs and Blackwater in Queensland.
Meanwhile, Cerrejon thermal coal output in Colombia is pending review, largely because of virus-related
restrictions. Guidance for nickel production in FY20 has also been lowered to 80-83,000t from 87,000t.
In copper, guidance has been lowered for Olympic Dam in South Australia, as a result of smelter downtime,
while Chilean production is unchanged for Escondida and Spence (pending review) and withdrawn for Antamina.
A decline in demand outside of China for copper is expected be less severe than for steel. Industrial
weakness in copper has been offset by supply disruptions while current prices are depressing scrap availability,
UBS notes.
BHP Group has a small number of confirmed COVID-19 cases amongst its global workforce of 72,000, all of
whom have recovered or are recovering. The company has reduced the number of people at its mine sites and
changed rosters to reduce workforce movements. Workers are also given regular health screenings and
temperature checks before boarding aircraft or buses and when entering sites.
Capex Budget
As the Australian dollar is around -10% lower than BHP Group's assumed rate, UBS expects a tailwind from costs
in the full year result. The broker also expects a 12-month delay to the Scarborough (gas) final investment
decision, to mid 2021, and this should contribute to a reduction in capital expenditure. BHP Group has flagged
a review of its FY21 expenditure budget of US$8bn and UBS calculates this is likely to be closer to US$6.6bn.
Morgans considers BHP Group has a critical advantage in 2020, with a superior dividend yield compared with
other sectors such as banks. However, Macquarie lowers its final dividend assumptions to a 50% pay-out ratio
from 70%, expecting the company will take a more conservative approach because of the uncertain outlook.
Ord Minnett also finds that, while a global recession presents significant downside risks for commodity prices,
BHP Group's strong balance sheet and exposure to relatively firm iron ore prices means the stock is compelling.
There are six Buy ratings and one Hold (UBS) on FNArena's database. The consensus target is $37.10, suggesting
27.6% upside to the last share price the dividend yield on FY20 and FY21 forecasts, on present FX values, is
6.3% and 6.4% respectively.
See also, Does BHP Group Deserve This Hammering? On March 18, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Is There More Upside For a2 Milk?
A2 Milk has been a beneficiary of the pandemic restrictions, with strong sales in online and re-seller channels,
but will the effect of stockpiling subsequently unwind - and sharply?
-Market share gains likely to be sticky
-Higher margin and currency benefits in FY20
-Is the stock fully priced?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Strong revenue in infant formula in China as well as liquid milk in Australasia and the US has underpinned a
robust March quarter for a2 Milk ((A2M)), although the extent of any unwinding of stockpiling in the June
quarter is uncertain.
The company has benefited from foreign brands winning back share in China against domestic brands, and
Chinese consumers stockpiling essential items such as infant formula.
Macquarie suspects customer acquisition and market share gains may be sticky and quality imported products
are likely to be favoured. Citi also points out, along with market share gains, there is a potential for a second
spike in COVID-19 cases that may drive more stockpiling.

However, should customer stockpiling turn out to be a headwind in FY21, then Bell Potter expects growth will
slow materially. Moreover, the stock is trading at the upper end of its historical trading band so the broker,
not one of the seven monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a Hold rating and $17.70 target.
Morgans asserts the company would be one of the few that has been a beneficiary of the pandemic and its
restrictions, having upgraded FY20 earnings guidance. Revenue guidance is for NZ$1.7-75bn and operating
earnings (EBITDA) margins of 31-32%. Guidance also assumes the planned marketing investment of NZ$200m
will be spent entirely in FY20.
Revenue growth has been across all regions, in particular infant nutrition sold in China and Australia and in the
15

Revenue growth has been across all regions, in particular infant nutrition sold in China and Australia and in the
online and re-seller channels. Inventory is elevated, which will buffer any risks to the supply chain and there is
also a benefit from a lower NZ dollar as the China segment is transacted in US dollars.
Benefits have accrued from higher gross margin nutritional products and favourable FX as well as lower costs,
however the company asserts these factors are not sustainable, reiterating a target margin of around 30% for
the medium term.
Citi considers FY20 margin guidance conservative, as this assumes the entire marketing budget will be spent in
that year. This could be difficult, given the challenges in obtaining returns from marketing campaigns amid
social distancing measures, and better sales arguably reduce the need for more marketing.
Bell Potter notes improving margin guidance has been a feature of the business over FY20 with changes, largely
reflecting movements in the NZ dollar. The broker considers the medium-term margin target reasonable, given
the material impact that occurs with volatility in the NZ dollar.
Valuation Support?
Macquarie also suspects, while the upgrade was solid, a muted share price reaction could reflect existing
expectations of positive trading as well as the belief that the benefits may be one-off.
Ord Minnett is in this camp, believing the share price incorporates expectations for further upgrades and
indicates a lack of valuation support. Morgan Stanley also believes the stock is pricing in little room for error.
Wilsons, not one of the seven, continues to like the brand but believes the valuation gap has now closed and
reduces its rating to Market Weight from Overweight, with a target of $20.
Outlook
Beyond FY21 Wilsons continues to expect sales growth will be driven by China and the rolling out of Mother &
Baby stores amid further growth in e-commerce platforms. Material improvements in the US remain upside to
the broker's forecasts.
Morgans raises forecasts to the top end of guidance and ascertains there is potential upside risk if elevated
demand continues and some operating expenditure is deferred into FY21.
Still, the broker warns that peers such as Coca-Cola Amatil ((CCL)) and Freedom Foods ((FNP)) have flagged a
slowdown in stocking trends in April and agrees the market has largely priced in the positive outlook.
Credit Suisse also struggles to find sufficient valuation support and considers a2 category competition and
price convergence key emerging risks. On the company's side, it has brand strength, a tailored proposition in
China and critical mass.
UBS forecasts the business can attain a 9% value share in FY25 in the Chinese infant formula market. The
brand is uniquely positioned, resonating strongly with consumers and remains under penetrated in tier-2 cities.
While the addressable market, particularly in China, may be much larger than consensus appreciates, the
broker considers North America is unlikely to contribute 10% of group operating earnings by FY25, noting a2
Milk has stepped away from expecting the US will reach monthly break-even during 2021. The larger
opportunity in the US is new categories, notably coffee creamer, but UBS does not include this in estimates.
FNArena's database has three Buy ratings, two Hold and two Sell. The consensus target is $19.36, suggesting
3.3% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Carsales Appears Resilient
Carsales.com has experienced better trajectory in volumes since Easter, signalling to brokers that business may
be more resilient than initially expected.
-Dealer support measures extended into May
-Private listings more likely to be constrained for longer
-South Korea robust, as earnings and revenue grow
By Eva Brocklehurst
As the impact of the coronavirus crisis deepens, Carsales.com ((CAR)) has ratcheted up its dealer support.
Enquiry volumes have slumped -25% since March 10, although brokers highlight a better trajectory since Easter.
This indicates there is some resilience in the business and bodes well for when restrictions are lifted. Still,
Macquarie suspects the quality of leads is likely to be low, given a lack of sales and, hence, the dealer support
initiatives have been forthcoming.
These include a halving of all fixed and variable advertising charges for May and deferred dealer payment
terms by 30 days. Morgans had previously estimated the cost of the April fee holiday at $15.5m and assesses
the addition of -50% fee holiday in May and other measures will comprise at least another $10m in FY20, also
assuming a further $7.5m of assistance in early FY21. Macquarie agrees some support is likely to extend into

June.
Other measures include reduced discretionary expenditure, temporarily standing down 250 personnel and
board and executive remuneration cut by -20% for three months. UBS estimates the impact of these measures
could amount to $5-6m in the second half of FY20. Lead volumes may be soft but domestic inventory and
traffic on the company's sites remain robust.
While Carsales has market power and can charge full price for advertising, Morgans suggests it has a vested
interest in keeping as many dealers afloat as possible. The broker acknowledges there are risks of a further
slowdown in the vehicle market in Australia and stronger competition from major rivals and expects market
conditions will improve gradually over the next 3-5 years.
The trading performance since Easter suggests the market is more resilient than Goldman Sachs had
anticipated but fourth quarter revenue is now likely to be affected by an additional -50% discount in May. The
broker, not one of the seven monitored daily on the FNArena database, estimates the cost initiatives will save
around $12m in FY20 and retains a Neutral rating and $14.70 target.
In addition, Macquarie assumes Carsales skips a price increase in 2021, given it implemented an 8% price
increase in the primary product in 2020. Credit Suisse agrees that, given listing costs are reasonable
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increase in the primary product in 2020. Credit Suisse agrees that, given listing costs are reasonable
proportion of dealer gross profit, it is unlikely the company will be able to put pressure on the pricing
lever to the same extent in the medium term.
Listings
In the case of private listings, these are expected to be more constrained as social distancing measures and
broader health considerations prevent people interacting for test drives and inspections. Carsales' domestic
site remains primarily a used car marketplace, with new cars accounting for less than 20% of inventory.
Credit Suisse also points out that analysis of the GFC shows that used car transactions were more resistant to
an economic downturn compared with new car sales, although suspects restrictions on movement this time
around could mean used car sales also suffer.
In New Zealand, transaction data is available for March which shows that the decline in used car transactions,
while not as severe as for new car sales, was -18%. As full restrictions on movements were not in place there
until the end of March Credit Suisse suspects declines in April will be much worse.
The broker considers it unlikely transactions will pick up in the near term and assumes an impact on the
Australasian business from the pandemic will continue into the first half of FY21. No second half dividend is
expected, in order to conserve cash. Macquarie assesses Tyresales volumes are likely to deteriorate
substantially amid reduced driving but this is a low-margin business so the impact is likely to be minimal.
South Korea
The performance of the Korean operation, SK Encar, has driven growth in revenue and earnings, revealing
what happens as an economy emerges from the main wave of the pandemic. Macquarie notes new car sales
are reportedly up 9% in March in South Korea. However, Credit Suisse points out South Korea never entered an
economic shutdown.
The local strength can also be attributed to a preference for private vehicles over public transport and a cut to
consumption tax. There are other issues too that affected vehicle sales in that country early in the year.
Declines in new car sales over the first two months of 2020 were attributed to production shutdowns and
supply chain issues from China, which has since returned to some normality.
In contrast, Brazil is starting to experience a more significant impact from the coronavirus, with lead volumes
down -30%.
Despite the circumstances, Carsales is a robust business, Morgans asserts, while Macquarie upgrades to
Outperform, believing the stock now offers upside.
UBS is less emphatic, factoring in soft conditions to the end of 2020. One large regional dealer network the
broker consulted was experiencing -60/70% sales volume declines in late March/April and budgeting for
-30% declines by the end of 2020.
For Morgan Stanley the depth of the downturn and extent of the eventual recovery are the key issues and,
while it is too early to call a bottom in revenue momentum, retains an Overweight rating on a 12-month view.
FNArena's database has three Buy and three Hold ratings. The consensus target is $15.21,suggesting 14.5%
upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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How Can The Oil Price Be Negative?
The seemingly impossible is easily explained, and the WTI crude price crash into the negative last night is
really just a storm in a tea cup.
-Futures price, not physical price, turned negative
-Oil price collapse reflects no further US storage capacity
-All will return to "normal" tomorrow
By Greg Peel
To understand a negative oil price, let's first look at gold.
It is well understood that all the gold mined in the history of mankind is a known quantity, and would fit into
an Olympic swimming pool, or something like that. Yet on such a minimal volume of physical metal, gold is one
of the most heavily traded commodities in financial markets.
Indeed, it is not unusual for one day's volume of trade to exceed the total volume of physical gold that exists
in the world. This is because outside of central bank purchases, and retail purchases of bars and jewellery, the
vast bulk of gold trading is conducted in the futures market. A futures contract provides the buyer with the
right to take delivery of physical gold at a predetermined price and a pre-determined delivery location at a
point in the future.
Except hardly anyone ever does take delivery. Some 97% of open interest in gold futures is closed out ahead of
expiry, meaning buyers and sellers settle for cash. A futures contract does not exist until one party buys from
another, and ceases to exist when a contract is closed out on sale (or a short position is bought back). Gold has
a fundamental position in the investment world, but most investors prefer to own gold on "paper" rather than
have to keep gold bars in their home safe.
In contrast to gold, oil is the world's most heavily traded physical commodity, and as we know, more is
constantly being produced. Indeed, too much more. Yet as is the case with gold, most oil is traded on "paper",
through the futures market, or other products such as ETFs.
Unlike gold, there is no one "oil". In Australia, our petrol is refined, mostly in Singapore, from Tapis crude
produced in Malaysia. In the UK and Europe, the benchmark crude is Brent, and indeed Brent has taken over
from West Texas Intermediate these days as the "global" benchmark price. WTI is not the only US crude. Oil
produced from the Gulf, as opposed to onshore US, is called Louisiana Light.
While gold is an element, and is traded as near 100% pure, oil is a hydrocarbon and crude oil can either have a
low relative density (light) or a high relative density (heavy), a low sulphur content (sweet) or a high sulphur
content (sour). Oils that are heavy and sour require more processing before they can be refined into petrol et
al, but because this can be done, all oils can act as a substitute for another at a price.
And that price is typically small relevant to the underlying crude price, hence while all oils vary in price they
don't usually vary much, meaning that one global benchmark price is sufficient as a hedging mechanism. And
that's why commodity futures came into existence to allow producers and consumers to hedge their exposures
and given the US led the world in the development of financial markets, as well as oil production a century
ago, West Texas Intermediate became the benchmark contract, in futures form.
The delivery point for WTI is not even in Texas, it's in Cushing, Oklahoma. When sellers of WTI futures do
deliver oil rather than close out for a cash trade, it goes into storage tanks at Cushing until the buyer then
does whatever with it, which would mostly be refine it. But storage costs money.
And this point is critical.
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Substitution
A decade ago, when oil prices were a lot higher, the gap from the WTI futures price to the Brent futures price
widened out to almost US$20/bbl, despite typically being more like US$2/bbl given substitution potential. The
reason is the explosion in US fracking and production of so-called "tight" oil up to that point ran way ahead of
the storage capacity at Cushing Oklahoma. The cost of storage shot up, undermining the price of WTI crude
specifically.
This is about when the market decided Brent was a more viable benchmark.
The irony was that given the US was a net oil importer, oil produced in the Gulf was piped from Louisiana to
the Cushing storage tanks for domestic use. The explosion in US oil production swung the US to be a net
producer, allowing for oil export, the bulk of which could leave the ports in Louisiana. For various reasons I
won't go into here, the US still imports oil, as well as now exporting it. But the point is, the Louisiana pipeline
to Cushing was now flowing the wrong way!
As soon as the flow was reversed, the Brent-WTI spread returned to normal.
More recently, in the oil price collapse produced by a combination of reduced demand due to the virus and
increased supply due to an orchestrated Saudi-Russian price war, on top of the US already producing too much,
had again seen the Brent-WTI spread widen, to as much as US$10/bbl. Again, the issue is that of storage. With
airlines grounded, cruise ships docked and not many vehicles on the road, stored oil volumes began to build up
and up.
An oil industry expert noted on US business television this morning that all available US storage is now either
taken or "spoken for". And that includes filling oil tankers and sitting them off the coast going nowhere.
That's why the expert was none the least surprised the WTI price turned negative.
Get Me Out!
In between the producers and consumers of oil hedging in the WTI futures market are the investors,
speculators, commodity funds and sponsored oil ETFs that provide the bulk of liquidity in any day's trading
activity, and none of whom had any intention of actually taking delivery of physical oil. As has always been the
case, they would simply buy/sell to close out their futures positions before expiry and take their profit/loss in
cash, or roll over positions into the next delivery month contract.
The benchmark WTI price is always the "front month", meaning the closest delivery month, and then contracts
are listed on a monthly basis thereafter. Indeed one can currently take a position in every month out to
February 2031.
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The current front month is for May delivery, and expires tonight. When it expires, holders of WTI futures (ie
buyers) will be stuck with the delivery of physical oil unless they sell their positions. Aside from a New York
hedge fund, for example, not really wanting to end up with a load of crude oil to deal with, oil costs money to
store. At some point last night, as the May WTI price fell, it would have passed the cost of storage.
But what is the cost of storage? There is no storage capacity left. Unless you happen to own an oil tanker, the
cost of storage is as good as infinite. On that basis, anyone stuck with a futures contract has no choice but to
sell at any price. And any price implies you'd pay just to get the stuff off your hands.
Last night the WTI May delivery contract price traded as low as minus -US$40.32/bbl, down -320% from the
prior day's price around the (positive) US$18/bbl mark. This is simply a reflection of speculators not wishing to
be stuck with oil. Those bailing out of commodity funds or ETFs will have prompted the fund manager/ETF
sponsor to themselves sell out, and it is not their mandate to provide a profit, just an investment vehicle to
trade in.
The largest listed US oil ETF typically holds some 30% of the open interest in the Nymex WTI contract.
However, the sponsor of that ETF is no fool. According to reports they were rolling out of the May contract and
into the June contract early in April.
So it wasn't them.
Time will tell if one big hedge fund or commodity fund has now blown itself up, or whether last night's price
action reflected a large range of speculative positions among various investors/speculators that could find no
buyer given no one has anywhere to store the oil. But what is important, notwithstanding there is one more
session of trading tonight before actual expiry, is last night's melee has no impact on the price of physical oil.
Two points to note:
The price of the June WTI contract, which will become the front month on Wednesday night, fell only -15% to
(positive) US$22/bbl.
The price of the Brent front month futures contract, which last night was June given May had already expired,
fell only -7.5% to US$25/bbl.
The price of oil will continue to be impacted by demand and supply under in the former case and over in the
latter and no doubt will soon be impacted by shuttered or abandoned marginal US production and bankruptcies
among higher cost, small US producers.
Will we see a repeat performance in a month's time when the June WTI contract approaches expiry? I think the
market might now be once bitten, twice shy.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArenais proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: Commodities To Trend
Lower
Analysts see commodity prices trending lower as demand drops due to the virus.
-Oil prices low, supported by OPEC cuts
-Gas prices could be close to bottoming
-Credit Suisse sees gold at record US$2,000/oz
-Australian gold equities remain attractive
By Nicki Bourlioufas
Gold shines amidst the gloom
Analysts see most metal and commodity prices grinding lower over coming months, with only gold benefitting
from the coronavirus crisis.
Oil prices have fallen hard despite planned production cuts as the coronavirus pandemic wreaks havoc on the
energy market, though gas prices could be bottoming, experts say.
The ongoing COVID-19 outbreak has substantively affected both the demand and supply side of metals and bulk
commodities. According to Citi, demand has dropped sharply for most commodities, and the supply
contraction won’t be enough to stop prices from falling.
“For most commodities, we estimate that cumulative identified and ‘highly likely’ mine and scrap supply
losses do not appear enough to offset the ongoing demand shock, especially during 2Q 2020 .”
Citi predicts both iron ore and coking coal prices are expected to fall over the near and medium term, as the
likelihood of a major virus-related disruption decays over time and supply increases.
However, Citi is particularly bullish on copper, nickel and platinum taking a longer-term perspective.
Oil and gas under pressure
Oil prices are expected to remain very low. Brent crude fell to US$27.50/bbl last week after Chinese gross
domestic product (GDP) numbers showed the world’s second largest economy contracted in the first quarter of
2020 by -6.8% from a year earlier, its first contraction in 28 years.
[The Brent price has since fallen under US$20/bbl.]
China is the biggest importer of oil worldwide, so any economic slowdown in demand there will hit demand and
prices hard.
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Societe Generale forecasts Brent prices to remain around US$30/bbl in 2Q 2020 down from almost US$70.00 in
January on the premise that post-pandemic demand normalcy returns, and OPEC proposed cuts are successful.
OPEC recently agreed to a historical production cut of -9.7m barrels per day starting May 1. Societe Generale
says the size of the cut and the duration is unprecedented – the previous largest cut was -2.2mb/d in 2008, and
the duration.
The -9.7mb/d production cut will be applied during the months of May and June but will be extended to
year-end at -8mb/d and then -6mb/d during the entire year of 2021 and into 2022.
However, as the production cuts take effect, “we think the oil price could grind towards $40/bbl by 4Q
2020, with the contango shrinking to 30% and volatility returning to more “normal” levels of around 40%,” says
Societe Generale.
The longer-term outlook for gas is subdued, given a surplus existed before the coronavirus struck and the fact
that China will likely no longer be as robust a growth driver for global LNG demand.
Gas demand growth in 2020 might only be ~4% year-on-year, or ~13-bcm/year, according to Citi.
The surplus is due to both robust supplies, including new LNG supply terminals coming online and strong
expected Russian gas exports, and much weaker-than-expected demand given a mild European winter and the
coronavirus.
“As a new decade begins, the market right off the bat is slammed with an estimated ~60 to 70-Bcm or so of
oversupply, or about 6% of the overall size of the ‘global gas’ market,” says Citi.
However, Citi also believes prices could be close to bottoming, with some of the oversupply being absorbed by
greater European gas consumption away from coal, rising gas consumption in India, and a reduction in supply
from some facilities.
“As COVID-19 hits demand amid an already oversupplied market, prices could be near the bottom,” Citi
says.
Gold headed to US$2000
Gold rallied to over US$1,700/oz in April, as investors seek the precious metal as insurance against further
financial market volatility and as a hedge against inflation.
With unprecedented levels of global monetary policy and fiscal stimulus driving US debt to record levels and
negative real interest rates, gold could strike an all-time high of US$2,000/ounce, according to Credit Suisse
global equity strategist Andrew Garthwaite.
The need for governments globally to increase gold as a proportion of central bank reserves could drive a
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doubling in gold demand, he predicts.
According to Credit Suisse, applying the spot price in Australian dollars, the entire gold mining sector is looking
cheap, trading at ~0.94x price/net asset value for large caps and ~0.55x for midcaps.
The broker believes some gold equities would benefit from the higher gold prices more than others, with
Evolution Mining ((EVN)) and Northern Star Resources ((NST)) the most leveraged to the gold price.
Of the large caps, which are in greatest demand overall from investors seeking gold exposure, Credit Suisse
prefers those stocks over Newcrest Mining ((NCM)) and of the mid-caps, the broker prefers St Barbara ((SBM))
and Alacer Gold ((AQG)).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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ESG Focus: Plastic Recycling Disruption - Part
1
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
ESG Focus: Plastic Recycling Disruption - Part 1
-Disruption is so unpredictable
-Disruptees take the capital high road
-Disruptors to lower barriers to entry
By Sarah Mills

“Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to think that what you
did yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow.” William Pollard, English Clergyman
Disruption is so unpredictable. The best ideas may not see the light of day. Or might be superseded by even
better idea overnight.
I recall attending an Australian telecommunications convention more than a quarter of a century ago. My
fellow attendee pointed to a booth manned by an unassuming middle-aged Australian man.
“See that man,” my friend said. “He invented viable video teleconferencing technology.”
There was a sense of ‘what man’s magic is that’. The Internet was barely finding its legs outside of libraries;
and videoconferencing was the stuff of sci-fi movies. It was pre-widespread-web, so the idea was that a
corporation would install several machines all over the world and the magic would flow.
“Kerry Packer offered to back him, for a 51% stake,” my friend continued. “But the guy knocked it back
because he wanted to retain control.”
“Now, a tsunami of technology is about to crash down, which could make his technology redundant.”
Within a few years, P2P web-based technology like Skype flooded the world – and even more revolutionary: the
business model was based on free distribution and useage.
As the Accenture Ad says, “It’s not how many ideas you have. It’s how many you make happen.”
Then came another agonising two decades working in the media and observing the complete inadequacy of
boards, steeped in the past, to deal with disruption: The lack of board and management vision, the
appointment of managers and MBAs over visionaries, and the exodus of the company’s frustrated and
overlooked visionaries to try their capital-poor hands at new technologies.
The hubris of power dictated the demise of some of the world’s most powerful media companies.
I precis this story about plastic recycling disruption with these anecdotes to emphasise to readers that it is
early days for the plastic recycling industry. No matter how wonderful a technology might appear now, the
chance that there is even something more amazing just around the corner is high.
For example, Licella, which appears to have the most advanced plastic-to-fuel hydrothermal upgrading
recycling technology in the world (providing a solution for end-of-life plastics to be converted back into
plastic), describes its process only as “a bridging technology to a lower carbon future”, according to The Fifth
Estate.
This pair of articles examines the state of play now, scans the most disruptive technologies and trends to hit
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This pair of articles examines the state of play now, scans the most disruptive technologies and trends to hit
the market in the past few years, and takes a gentle stab at imagining the future.

Plastic recycling stands on the precipice
The interesting thing about disruption in the plastic recycling sector is that it is being driven by regulation,
which is in turn being driven by the growing urgency to rid the world of the scourge of single-use plastic
pollution.
Without this, the industry is, on average, uneconomic when the oil price falls below US$50-US$70 a barrel
depending on the recycling mode. So until recently, recycling has proved a very slow-moving feast and
appeared an unlikely saviour.
Of course, the second these economics shift (one shift was the recent oil price plunge) in favour of recycling,
it's a new ball game.
The European Union has stipulated that 100% of all plastics and 55% of all waste must be recycled by 2025.
France has legislated that 30% of all plastics in consumer goods must comprise recycled plastic and Britain has
introduced a tax on plastic containing less than 30% recycled material. Australia is aiming for 30% average
recycled content across all goods and infrastructure procurement by 2030.
These and similar moves have disconnected the interests of plastic producers and the world’s biggest users of
single-use plastics, the consumer goods companies, and opened the door to innovators and new entrants.
Add to that a capital dump from governments, not-for-profits and ESG impact investors, and the incentive to
innovate in the industry is strong.
According to McKinsey, plastic re-use and recycling could equal as much as 50% of plastic production by 2030,
assuming a US$75 a barrel oil price (the recent fall in oil price will certainly affect these forecasts) and an
effective regulatory framework reinforced by support from other industry stakeholders and consumers.
This would require capital investment of about US$15bn to US$20bn a year – almost double the global
petrochemicals and plastics industry annual investment over the past decade.
Disruptive technology’s end goal - to recycle all polymers in one, tiny, low-cost stream
Until recently, the plastic recycling industry has been subject to a fairly predictable array of obstacles:
fluctuations in the oil price, laborious and expensive collection and sorting; ranging purity of waste streams
(not all plastics can be recycled, nor in the one stream), and the task of developing downstream markets for
products. These were challenging but stable conditions.
Plastic recycling also required modest to high levels of capital investment depending on the mode.
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But all that is about to change as a tsunami of new technologies descends on the market.
Technological innovations will be varied and many but the main ones will be those that allow the recycling of
all polymer families in a single stream (particularly those that can incorporate both bioplastics and chemical
polymers), or at least all petrochemical plastics; those that allow small economic in-house processing (either
for fuel pyrolysis or monomer and mechanical recycling); and those that solve problems of polymers with
advanced functionality, such as those plastics that encase electronics, and multi-film and coloured plastics.
Technology is already available that alters this playing field (which we briefly discuss below), allowing the
breakdown of plastic into its components and enabling the recycling of bioplastics in the same waste stream.
The technology to recycle all polymers in one stream will reduce many of the barriers to entry caused by the
challenges of sorting and collection.
This combined with technologies to create smaller, localised, even factory-based recycling operations in
support of a circular economy for the fourth industrial revolution, suggests that the level of capital intensity
required to recycle will fall, as will barriers to entry.
Those with capital still stand to benefit from the scale of operations, particularly in the near term and for
residential markets, but it means competition will intensify and existing recycling models may be upended.
There is likely to be a debate as to whether governments should be signing long-term agreements with large
players that may stymie competition and elevate government costs over the long term.
It depends on whether those in power wish the industry to remain in Captain Plod mode, or shoot ahead to
support the sustainable fourth industrial revolution and reap those benefits.
Listing the disruptees
The first incumbent to face disruption is the petrochemical industry. It recognises the need to get involved in
recycling, and use it as a feedstock to demonstrate its commitment to a circular economy, and to attract ESG
dollars.
The second incumbent will be the waste-management industry, given circularity will upset its cheap waste to
landfill business model.
Both will be investing in start-ups, collaborating with research institutions and consumer goods companies,
signing long-term agreements with municipalities, waste-management companies, landfill sites and any
organisation with access to large quantities of plastic waste.
The third and fourth incumbents will be packaging and consumer goods companies, who will be seeking
innovations that best allow them to meet regulatory requirements, improve circularity and gain greater
autonomy. They will also be partnering with waste-management firms, plastic recyclers and new technology
providers. They will readily adopt any new technology that improves their regulatory and ESG position and
profitability.
The construction industry and building materials industries may also face disruption arising from the
substitution of traditional materials with recycled plastic – particularly if it is regulated. Think plastic as a
substitute for metal reinforcing in concrete, or the labour and equipment shifts that will be dictated by the
adoption of just plastic roads, for example.
There should also be a degree of backward integration as core incumbent players move to establish waste
collection operations and recycling branches. Vertical integration is a key ESG investment play.
The ability to access and handle plastics waste would be a key to success in the future and it is conceivable
that major players will be moving to lock in access to this waste for both assurance of supply and a barrier to
entry.
Investors will need to monitor the strategies of listed companies in this space in relation to backward
integration, vertical integration, mergers and acquisitions, collaborations with consumer goods companies,
government policy, municipal signings, and technology adoption.
Disruptees take the capital-high road
The most immediate changes to hit the market will be the industrial scale launch of two relative new
technologies – monomer recycling and hydrothermal upgrading – and the massive expansion of mechanical
recycling volumes, according to McKinsey, keeping in mind one of the major challenges to recycling in the past
has been the inability to recycle all forms of polymers.
Traditional pyrolysis technology requires billions of dollars in steam crackers and aromatic plants and is often
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Traditional pyrolysis technology requires billions of dollars in steam crackers and aromatic plants and is often
used to create cracker feedstocks (fuel). It is profitable when the oil price is above US$50 a barrel. Given it is
not circular, i.e. plastic to plastic, it is being considered a back-up for the destruction of plastics that reach
end of life. It cannot recycle many plastics.
Hydrothermal upgrading is the relatively new competitor to pyrolysis. It can recycle nearly all plastics,
including many bioplastics and is about 50% circular (in that it takes roughly half the amount of recycled fuel
to provide energy feedstock for the plastic, creating emissions not plastic).
Mechanical recycling requires less investment than pyrolysis, setting it at an advantage. It is fully circular for a
series of recycles, but the quality degrades with each recycle meaning the plastic must eventually be
disposed. Not all plastics can be recycled in the one stream. Innovations are changing this to some degree and
some speculate the market could develop to a point where it can recycle more polymers.
McKinsey’s projections estimate that mechanical recycling could rise from 12% for total plastics volumes to
15%- 20% by 2030, at US$75-plus a barrel (which looks optimistic at this point). But a fall to below US$65 a
barrel and it is, at this point, uneconomic, so innovation, regulation and subsidies will be critical.
McKinsey says monomer recycling has the potential to generate some of the highest plastics recycling
profitability levels because it is less capital intensive than big pyrolysis (at this point in time), although more
intensive than mechanical recycling.
It involves condensing polymers so that it can undergo reverse polymerisation, allowing recycled plastic to be
used for the same function or to be remade into the same material. One of its major drawbacks is that it
cannot recycle all polymers in a single stream. It also has a poor emissions profile and requires large capital
intensive plants, both of which makes it attractive to big plastic and big oil.
It is likely that in the long-term, capital-intensive producers will target large-scale infrastructure projects such
as plastic pins for motorways, and plastic roads.
Disruptors taking their marks
As mentioned above, disruption in plastic recycling is interesting, not only because of government regulation,
but because of the near religious zeal of many to combat plastic pollution – from ESG impact investors to
not-for-profits to consumers.
It is this zeal that perhaps defines more powerfully a revolution, or even a war, as opposed to technological
transformations, such as that experienced by the media in the early 2000s. Think the Reformation (which
toppled the seemingly all-powerful universal Catholic Church). It’s not just about the money. We are entering
the arena of human will and agency.
Disruptees may be looking to batten down the hatches and lock out disruptors by controlling plastic collections
and building strong capital bases; but disruptors are forming collaborations with like-minded not-for-profits,
ESG impact investors and energy-poor sovereign nations to forward their vision.
Their mission: to produce technologies that reduce capital intensity and improve the economics of plastic
recycling.
Given the nexus between plastic and fossil fuels, this could have far-reaching, even revolutionary,
implications.
Already, Saudi Arabia has killed the oil price in a war designed to squeeze out competitors. It certainly affects
the economics of recycling.
But on the flip side, so does government regulation, and the Saudi move increases the argument in favour of
regulating recycled content.
The lower the oil price falls, the more intense will become the pressure to either ban single-use plastic or
regulate the amount of recycled content used in plastic production.
The coming recession may slow, but not halt this regulatory resolve, buying time for the fossil fuel industry to
entrench itself in the recycling market (for a short while).
Part 2 of this article looks at some of the disruptive technologies and trends driving innovation.
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
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Landlords Versus Tenants: Rent Relief Impact
The government has enacted a Code of Conduct regarding landlord rent relief for SMEs, while large tenants are
in negotiations, all of which will impact on REIT valuations and distributions.
-Code of Conduct enforces rent waivers
-Retail REITs hardest hit
-Office under pressure, industrial less so
-Pubs well positioned
-Another hit for insurers
By Greg Peel
Late in March, retailer Premier Investments ((PMV)), owner of brands including Just Jeans, Jay Jays, Jacqui E,
Portmans, Dotti, Peter Alexander and Smiggle, informed investors that due to the lockdowns, it would close all
of its 1200-odd stores worldwide and stand down all of its 9000 staff, barring a handful of head office staff, at
least until April 22. Executives would work from home.
The company also told investors it would not be paying any rent on those stores during the closure period.
While this seemed like a bold move, some 70% of Premier’s store leases either expire this year or are in
holdover, providing the company with “extraordinary” flexibility come lease renegotiations during the crisis.
In response, Scentre Group chief executive Peter Allen said he was "surprised" to see Premier announce a
shutdown, saying it was "premature" while the government was still working through options for workers, the
Fairfax press reported. Scentre holds 219 Premier stores in its portfolio.
"There is a legal obligation to pay rent even if the stores close and that legal obligation means we must engage
in commercial discussions with our tenants," Mr Allen said.
Premier Investments was not the last retailer to announce a pre-emptive suspension of rent payments.
The government has since settled on its JobKeeper and JobSeeker relief schemes, albeit they appear to remain
fluid as overlooked worker subsets make themselves known, and had flagged action on rent relief pending
getting this immediate worker support established.
One might ponder a scenario in which the government were not to intervene, leaving landlords and tenants to
argue over rents themselves, even at the housing level. It would not be a simple matter of evicting the retailer
who can’t cover the rent, or the housing tenant who had lost his/her job, because with all non-essential retail
shut down and the sheer extent of job losses across all industries, who might the landlord find to replace those
tenants in the meantime?
At the very least, heavily discounted rents might need to be offered, when prior to the shutdowns, that tenant
was a valued, reliable rent payer. Thus while it is clearly in the interest of tenants not to pay rent at this time,
it is also in the interest of landlords to come to some arrangement both parties can cope with until the smoke
clears.
At the big end of town, retailers like Premier Investments and landlords like Scentre Group can negotiate such
arrangements, but smaller retailers don’t necessarily have the clout. Hence the government last week
announced a Code of Conduct on Small & Medium Enterprises Commercial Leasing Principles, to be used as a
benchmark.
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The Code
The Code was not simply cooked up by the federal cabinet or national cabinet but was developed by parties on
both sides of the argument, being the Australian Retailers Association, the National Retailers Association, and
the Pharmacy Guild of Australia in the red corner, and the Shopping Centre Council of Australia in the blue
corner, which is chaired by none other than Scentre Group CEO Peter Allen.
The Code sets out fourteen principles to guide the dealings between landlords and SME tenants across all of
retail, office and industrial properties which have lost business as a result of the pandemic, and are
participating in the government’s JobKeeper program, which provides wage assistance to companies if those
companies retain idled workers.
These are principles, not laws, although landlords cannot evict their tenants and tenants must honour their
leases, meaning they can’t just walk away.
The Code does not preclude any landlord negotiating its own bespoke deal, satisfactory to the tenant, to
account for specific circumstances. The government also expects Australia’s banks and other financial
institutions to play their part in providing flexibility to both parties.
The Code directs landlords to offer rent reductions in proportion to the loss of trade suffered by the tenant
during the shutdown period and in line with a reasonable subsequent recovery period. Reduction amounts can
be a mix of rent waivers and rent deferrals but full waivers must make up a minimum of 50% of reductions, and
the lease may be extended by the duration of waivers and deferrals.
Thus if a retailer, for example, has lost -80% of its turnover in the shutdown, the landlord must reduce the rent
by -80%, made up of at least 40% fully waived and the balance deferred to a later date that allows a reasonable
period for that retailer to be back towards “normal” business.
The tenant must have had a prior turnover of less than $50m annually and must be eligible for the JobKeeper
scheme, which means only those businesses having seen a -30% fall in revenue or more.
As noted, it’s up to the bigger end of town to fight its own battles.
Valuation Challenge
The challenge now for stock analysts is to take these directives on board in adjusting landlord (real estate
investment trust) valuations across the retail/office/industrial sectors, and make assumptions about to what
extent larger retailers and other businesses might be appeased by tailored negotiations with their own
landlords, all without knowing just how long the shutdowns will last.
And that’s not the only great unknown.
The popularity of online shopping has been growing for years but with many consumers now left will little
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choice but to shop online, perhaps for the first time, positive experiences will potentially drive a step-jump in
proportionate online sales in a post-virus world. Remember when it comes to rents, we’re talking bricks &
mortar here.
Office workers are working from home, and if they find the experience quite manageable using today’s
technology that simply did not exist in the nineties recession and was only in its very infancy in the GFC (the
first iPhone became available in 2007), and indeed beneficial to the work/life balance, then maybe spending
at least some hours or days a week working from home may become the new trend.
If employers similarly find business runs quite smoothly in such a scenario then they could choose to cut down
on required, costly office space.
Rent reductions are one metric to evaluate on either side of the landlord/tenant equation, but lower bricks &
mortar demand and thus subsequently lower retail/office space valuations in a new world post-virus are
another matter to consider when sizing up REITs.
One might say the climate has become “cloudier”.
We Are Closed
Clearly in the current environment retail property is the hardest hit REIT sector, followed to a lesser extent by
office, and perhaps to a minimal extent by industrials. The fastest growing sub-sector within industrials, with a
bullet, is logistics, which represents distribution centre bricks & mortar for everything from essential
supermarket supplies to discretionary online shopping purchases.
GPT Group ((GPT)) is a diversified REIT with a finger in all three pies. The property fund manager has been
quietly shifting out of retail exposure towards industrial, and on last count showed a balance of around 43%
retail and 57% office/industrial. GPT has become a flag bearer, being the first REIT to announce valuation
write-downs of its assets.
GPT announced last week it had marked down the value of its wholesale unlisted office fund by -2%, and its
retail funds by -11%.
Morgan Stanley has taken these mark-downs as a benchmark in projecting the impact on gearing levels for
other retail REITs, while noting GPT’s retail fund had already reported negative comparable specialty retail
sales growth in 2019, so it was not a great starting point to begin with. Clearly no two retail REITs are identical.
But assuming the same -11% valuation mark down, Morgan Stanley estimates, all else being equal, Scentre
Group would see its gearing level increase to 38% from 34% currently, Vicinity Centres ((VCX)) to 31.5% from
28%, Charter Hall Retail ((CQR)) to 37% from 33%, and Shopping Centres Australasia ((SCP)) to 37% from 33%.
Gearing levels are significant when it comes to covenants on bank financing. Ord Minnett notes that retail REIT
balance sheets and liquidity positions are generally sound, but the focus is on increasing loan-to-valuation
ratios. The broker believes retail REITs to generally withhold their June half dividend payments to preserve
capital, and to reduce longer term dividend payout ratios to ensure LVRs do not materially increase.
Ord Minnett has adjusted its valuation models to take into account short term rent abatements (50% rent
waiver for six months for impacted tenants), noting that the overall impact varies by REIT dependent on
retailer exposure. Longer term the broker rebases specialty retail rents lower by -5-20% dependent on retailer
mix and rental costs.
Ord Minnett acknowledges retail REIT valuation risks are to the upside following a market battering, but warns
newsflow and short term earnings and valuation momentum remain to the downside. To that end the broker
advises sector underweight positions should be brought back to market neutral but it’s too early to move to
overweight.
Among individual REITs, Ord Minnett has lifted BWP Trust ((BWP)) to Neutral from Sell and retained Neutral
ratings for all of Scentre Group, Shopping Centres Australasia, Vicinity Centres and Aventus Group ((AVN)),
while lifting Charter Hall Retail to Buy.
Morgan Stanley has factored in an -80% rent cut across the board paid to Scentre Group and Vicinity Centres to
June, and -50% in July to September, which will affect 2020 net operating income (revenue) and funds from
operations (earnings). But the broker also flags some uncertainty with regard how landlords account for rent
relief.
Deferred rent will still be accounted for as 2020 income, even if it were to be paid in later months, which
means there would be no actual impact on revenue and earnings in the period. However rent waivers are a
different matter. Typically, rent-free periods are treated as an “incentive”, the broker notes, thus taken below
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the line and “capitalised”. This implies a 50/50 mix of waiver and deferral would result in a negative impact
-0-50% on revenue and earnings, rather than the full hit many investors are expecting.
But even the REITs themselves are unsure at this point, and will be seeking accounting advice.
That’s the near term. In the longer term, the question is will everything just return to normal post-virus, or
could we see a structural change?
Morgan Stanley believes longer term rents could drop by -20% below pre-virus levels given the structural
decline in bricks & mortar shopping already underway would be accelerated by more shoppers going online out
of necessity during lockdown, and then sticking with online thereafter. As to what extent individual retailers
are affected would be dependent on whether foot traffic does decline post-virus, what level of online offering
the retailer has and whether online margins are dilutive to earnings.
The broker suggests lower long term rent would be net positive for retailers but dependent on what level of
foot traffic is lost.
Morgan Stanley sees the most earnings upside for The Reject Shop ((TRS)), being 81%, as it has the lowest
starting margins, followed by Premier Investments on 25% and Accent Group ((AX1)) on 24%. The broker sees
Premier and Accent, along with City Chic Collective ((CCX)) as well placed in the online market to offset lower
in-store revenue, compared to The Reject Shop and Lovisa Holdings ((LOV)), which have limited online
offerings.
Nothing So Lonesome
Pubs and clubs have been shut down since March 20. While major tenants are continuing at this stage to pay
rent, not being eligible for government enacted rent relief, future rent negotiations have not been ruled out.
ALH Group, owned by Woolworths ((WOW)), is the major tenant of ALE Property Group ((ALE)). Woolworths
had been looking to divest of its Australian Leisure & Hospitality business due to negative ESG implications but
has since stalled proceedings during the virus crisis. ALH continues to pay rent as it is not eligible for Code of
Conduct relief and has no mechanism within its leases that would oblige ALE property to provide rent relief.
However, JPMorgan believes a negotiated outcome remains a possibility should ALH seek some form of waiver
or deferral. ALE Property had already been conducting rent reviews on 43 venues which are expected to be
completed by the end of FY20, at which point the REIT will also revalue its portfolio.
ALH Group is also a tenant of Hotel Property Investments ((HPI)), as is QVC, the equivalent owned in a joint
venture by Coles ((COL)) and KKR. However, the bulk of the REIT’s tenants are small operators to whom Hotel
Property has already granted rent waivers to help them through the lockdown, and as such the REIT has
withdrawn dividend guidance.
JPMorgan believes that while commercial property valuations will come under pressure as a result of the virus,
pub landlords and other long WALE (weighted average lease expiry) REITs are relatively well positioned. The
broker has factored in only a -5% reduction in property valuations over 12-18 months.
Home Office
Before the virus even hit, Goldman Sachs was forecasting increasing office vacancies as the completion of new
developments coincides with a sharp drop in tenant demand. The broker had forecast vacancy rates to drive
rent reductions of -18% in Sydney and -23% in Melbourne over 2020-22.
Revised modelling now suggests -30% and -34% respectively.
Goldman Sachs also expects near term revenues to be impacted by the need for assistance for tenants
experiencing financial difficulty, and assumes tenants accounting for 25% of revenue receive three months of
rent waivers across office portfolios.
Net demand for office space in the Melbourne CBD was -87% down in 2019 from 2018, JPMorgan reports, and
turned negative in the March quarter 2020. In the Sydney CBD, space vacated by tenants in the March quarter
was equivalent to all of that in 2019. The broker expects Sydney to remain negative through 2020 and into
2021, while Melbourne is about to hit the largest increase in net office space supply in the last 29 years.
Goldman Sachs expects vacancy to hit 10%-plus in both markets this cycle, compared to an earlier forecast of
7-8%.
The broker has subsequently cut its forecasts for Stockland Group ((SGP)), Dexus Property Group ((DXS)), GPT
Group and Mirvac Group ((MGR)). Stockland and GPT attract Buy ratings, Mirvac Neutral and Dexus Sell.
Other
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Other
Macquarie is focusing on tenant performance, which should underpin leasing discussions. Meanwhile, the
broker has a preference for industrial and office REITs over retail, which means logistics REIT Goodman Group
((GMG)), Mirvac, Dexus and Charter Hall Group are preferred over Scentre Group and Vicinity Scentres.
Then there are the insurers.
Macquarie has had a close look at Loss of Rent insurance policies as unemployment threatens to increase,
estimating that if 5% of at-risk Loss of Rent policies are required to pay claims, the insurance market could
incur a loss of some -$90m.
That said, the broker notes there is a growing social pressure for insurers to “look through” eviction clauses,
which would make estimated losses larger.
Macquarie remains Neutral on all of Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)), Suncorp Group ((SUN)) and QBE
Insurance ((QBE)).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 17-04-20
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday April 13 to Friday April 17, 2020
Total Upgrades: 12
Total Downgrades: 15
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 49.67%; Hold 41.01%; Sell 9.32%
For the week ending Friday, 20th April 2020, FNArena registered 12 upgrades in recommendations for
individual ASX-listed stocks against 15 downgrades.
It means that total Buy recommendations carried by the seven stockbrokers monitored daily has failed to rise
above 50%; at least for now. As at Friday, total Buy recommendations stood at 49.61% while Neutral/Hold
ratings represent 41% of the total and Sell recommendations are on 9.3%.
Only three out of the seven stockbrokers carry more Buy ratings than Neutral/Holds; Citi, Macquarie and
Morgans.
Six out of the twelve upgrades went to Buy (50%) while only four fresh Sell ratings were counted among the 15
downgrades. One went to Whitehaven Coal (disappointing quarterly update) which received two downgrades in
total.
Afterpay, Flight Centre and WiseTech Global were responsible for the remaining three downgrades to Sell.
Pretty much nothing was happening in terms of positive revisions to price targets/valuations, but some serious
fireworks can be witnessed on the negative side, with G8 Education (capital raising) leading the queue of
covid-19 recession victims, followed by the likes of Flight Centre, James Hardie, EclipX Group, and Whitehaven
Coal.
The picture for positive revisions for earnings estimates looks slightly better, but only slightly with Metcash,
OZ Minerals and Pushpay Holdings enjoying mild increases.
On the opposite side of the week's ledger we find scorched earth and chainsaw carnage been applied to
forecasts for companies including Flight Centre, Qantas, QBE Insurance, G8 Education, and Sydney Airport.
As investors are increasingly showing their willingness to look beyond the immediate economic fall-out from
the global pandemic, it will become of paramount importance to separate winners from losers, as illustrated
by the week's changes.
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Upgrade
ADELAIDE BRIGHTON LIMITED ((ABC)) Upgrade to Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 3/3/1
Despite the prospects of a recession, Ord Minnett believes there is significant potential value in quality
companies, such as those that are category leaders with proven business models, strong liquidity and
significant valuation support.
Adelaide Brighton's rating is upgraded to Accumulate from Hold and the target is lowered to $3.00 from $3.20.
BWP TRUST ((BWP)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by UBS .B/H/S: 0/1/1
UBS has reviewed its retail REIT valuations in light of the government's new landlord/tenant "code of conduct".
While the code is tenant-friendly, the broker notes, there could be some offset for landlords in the form of
state/local tax relief and covenant relief from banks.
Balance sheets and liquidity positions are generally sound but the broker expects June half dividends to be
withheld and longer term payout ratios reduced to preserve capital.
Overall impact varies by REIT, subject to retail exposure. Upgrade to Neutral from Sell for BWP Trust, target
rises to $3.37 from $3.24.
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED ((CCL)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by Citi .B/H/S: 2/5/0
Citi expects 2020 Australian earnings will drop -1% and New Zealand -9%, given reduced sales in the
out-of-home channel. This channel represents around 40% of volume but may be around 50% of earnings (EBIT)
on the broker's estimates.
Moreover, coronavirus cases continue to grow in Indonesia and the company's products are likely to be
adversely affected if celebrations around Ramadan are suppressed.
While shareholders are attracted to the high and consistent dividend pay-out , Citi envisages the dividend will
drop, but only modestly to $0.46 from $0.51 in 2020, with Citi suggesting there is potential for it to fall as low
as $0.42.
Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Sell, given the de-rating in the stock. Target is reduced to $10.10 from
$10.60.
See also CCL downgrade.
CHARTER HALL RETAIL REIT ((CQR)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 2/1/2
UBS has reviewed its retail REIT valuations in light of the government's new landlord/tenant "code of conduct".
While the code is tenant-friendly, the broker notes, there could be some offset for landlords in the form of
state/local tax relief and covenant relief from banks.
Balance sheets and liquidity positions are generally sound but the broker expects June half dividends to be
withheld and longer term payout ratios reduced to preserve capital.
Overall impact varies by REIT, subject to retail exposure. Upgrade to Buy from Neutral for Charter Hall Retail,
target falls to $3.50 from $4.80.
CSR LIMITED ((CSR)) Upgrade to Hold from Lighten by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/2/2
Despite the prospects of a recession, Ord Minnett believes there is significant potential value in quality
companies, such as those that are category leaders with proven business models, strong liquidity and
significant valuation support.
CSR's rating is upgraded to Hold from Lighten and the target lowered to $3.80 from $4.00.
G8 EDUCATION LIMITED ((GEM)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS and Upgrade to Neutral from
Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/4/0
UBS believes the government decision to support the childcare industry makes sense. The $301m equity raising
has dramatically improved the balance sheet and should support the business through a period of weak
conditions, the broker assesses.
This should also provide additional ability to fund acquisitions. On balance, UBS considers the risk/return is
skewed to the upside and upgrades to Buy from Neutral. Target is reduced to $1.30 from $1.75.
G8 Education has raised $301m in 377 million new shares representing 82% of the prior issue. Government
assistance is keeping the child care sector viable, Macquarie notes, with G8's revenues and cash costs expected
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assistance is keeping the child care sector viable, Macquarie notes, with G8's revenues and cash costs expected
to be breakeven, but includes a -20% rent reduction not yet locked in.
The raising has reduced balance sheet concerns and the broker has lifted its target to 78c from 50c, upgrading
to Neutral from Underperform on expectation of short term share price strength. But Macquarie sees ongoing
demand/supply challenges for the sector through to the end of 2021 and a structural drop in occupancy as a
result of the virus.
INVOCARE LIMITED ((IVC)) Upgrade to Neutral from Sell by UBS .B/H/S: 3/3/0
InvoCare's business has been impacted by the government's funeral restrictions but UBS sees a greater risk
ahead stemming from lower flu-related deaths this year due to measures imposed on the elderly for Covid-19.
InvoCare has de-risked its balance sheet in raising -$200m of new capital, which more importantly underpins
the company's Protect & Grow and acquisition strategies.
The broker forecasts a -5% drop in volumes in FY20, with earnings gradually normalising by FY22. Target falls to
$11.85 from $12.35. Upgrade to Neutral from Sell.
OZ MINERALS LIMITED ((OZL)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 6/0/1
Morgans observes OZ Minerals was quick to implement mitigation strategies in view of the coronavirus crisis
and has reported no material adverse effects to date. Carrapateena's ramp up is ahead of schedule.
Deferral of $150m in 2020 expenditure has eased any pressure on what was already a strong balance sheet, the
broker points out.
With the stock now trading at a -18% discount to valuation the rating is upgraded to Add from Hold. Target is
reduced to $10.65 from $10.85.
Morgans trims 2020-21 estimates by -8-10% because of weaker copper prices.
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED ((PDL)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 4/3/0
Funds under management were down -15.2% in the March quarter. Net outflows were largely concentrated in
the Westpac-managed funds under management.
Morgans considers market and share price volatility are likely to continue although, given a relatively
undemanding valuation, the business is leveraged to any marked improvement.
Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold on valuation support. Target is raised to $6.37 from $5.81.
See also PDL downgrade.
PROSPA GROUP LTD ((PGL)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/2/0
Prospa Group has received access to the government's SME scheme to help small businesses through the lock
down, while the government's Structured Finance Support Fund will materially assist non-ADI financial
companies to manage customer assistance claims in a manner afforded ADIs (ie banks), Macquarie notes.
The SME scheme, and potential SFSF access, alter the outlook for Prospa, the broker suggests. Upgrade to
Neutral from Outperform. Target unchanged at 94c.
TRANSURBAN GROUP ((TCL)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 4/1/2
Morgans makes further slight downgrades to reflect a deteriorating traffic profile. FY20-21 operating earnings
(EBITDA) estimates are downgraded -2-3%. The broker now assumes 2022 will be the year when traffic will fully
recover.
While the traffic risk is heightened, the broker believes there is sufficient long-term value at current prices to
accumulate the stock. Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold. Target is reduced to $13.71 from $13.78.
Downgrade
AUSTRALIAN FINANCE GROUP LTD ((AFG)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/1/0
Morgans expects most lenders will offer moratoriums on debt of up to 6 months for home-loan borrowers facing
hardship. The interest is expected to be capitalised and the loans unlikely to be classified as arrears or
non-performing.
However, the issue the broker ponders is whether lenders will continue to pay trailing commissions in cases
where moratoriums have been granted.
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Morgans expects Australian Finance's board will be more conservative with dividend settings and significantly
reduces earnings and dividend forecasts.
Rating is downgraded to Hold from Add and the target lowered to $1.70 from $3.25.
ALTIUM LIMITED ((ALU)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/1/0
Ord Minnett reassesses the stock since upgrading to Buy on February 28, noting it has outperformed the ASX
200 by 17%. Hence, the rating is downgraded to Hold from Buy. Target is reduced to $28.30 from $32.50.
AFTERPAY LIMITED ((APT)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi and Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by
UBS.B/H/S: 3/2/1
Citi continues to expect the business model will survive a recession and there is sufficient capital to accelerate
growth when the situation normalises. However, growth is expected to slow significantly in the near term.
Merchant sales are expected to be negatively affected by weak consumer discretionary expenditure and more
stringent risk controls.
Citi downgrades to Neutral/High Risk from Buy/High Risk. Target raised to $27.10 from $21.10.
The third quarter trading update was in line with UBS estimates. The broker considers the fall-out from the
pandemic remains unclear and, while the balance sheet is strong and a capital raising unlikely, the business is
fundamentally an unsecured consumer lending enterprise trading in the lead up to a severe recession.
Ultimately, UBS suspects the outcomes will be a function of how much growth the company is prepared to
sacrifice to manage bad debts, and the severity of the pandemic. The broker's rating is downgraded to Sell
from Neutral. Target is reduced to $13.00 from $13.20.
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED ((BSL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Citi now expects global GDP to contract by -2.3% in 2020, with advanced economies contracting by more than
-4.5%.
The broker expects the first half of FY21 to be the most affected, with domestic despatches of steel down
-11%. Citi forecasts US steel demand to fall by -20% in 2020.
EBIT estimates for BlueScope are cut by -37% for FY20. Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy. Target is
lowered to $12 from $13.
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED ((CCL)) Downgrade to Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/5/0
Ord Minnett reviews its investment thesis for Coca-Cola Amatil in light of the pandemic and resultant social
distancing amid reduced tourism and weaker consumer activity.
Estimates are reduced by -19% for FY20 and -14% for FY21. The potential for cost savings is unclear, giving
previous cost-saving initiatives.
Despite the recent decline in the share price, the broker assesses valuation support has been removed and the
rating is downgraded to Hold from Accumulate. Target is lowered to $9.00 from $12.50.
See also CCL upgrade.
CSL LIMITED ((CSL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/5/0
CSL has reiterated FY20 guidance and Citi retains forecasts at the top end of this range of US$2.11-2.17bn.
While CSL is yet to witness an impact from the pandemic on its specialty business and hospitals appear to be
increasing stocks of immunoglobulin, plasma collections have dipped in late March.
Citi expects the slowdown will be temporary and collections should return to normal around July. Rating is
downgraded to Neutral from Buy as a result of the recent increase in the share price. Target is raised to $334
from $332.
FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED ((FLT)) Downgrade to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 5/0/0
The capital raising has served to illustrate the severity of the impact of the pandemic on the travel sector. Ord
Minnett remains unconvinced of whether Flight Centre has enough cash to survive the crisis, assuming little or
no revenue for the next 12-18 months.
However, the prospect domestic travel opens up sooner than previously expected is a positive that could assist.
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Rating is downgraded to Lighten from Hold. The target is reduced to $8.96 from $21.54.
GWA GROUP LIMITED ((GWA)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 0/3/1
Lock-down measures in New Zealand and the UK are expected to substantially affect volumes, as Credit Suisse
understands only emergency repairs are permitted. Government wage subsidies are available in both regions.
The broker models revenue to decline -14% in FY21 and end markets to trough in FY22.
The broker also notes the commercial exposure to aged care and the hotel sectors, which face challenges from
social distancing and travel constraints.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral and the target lowered to $2.20 from $3.65.
JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V. ((JHX)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S:
5/1/0
Credit Suisse envisages a higher risk of an abrupt decrease in activity for the company, given its exposure to
the repair & remodelling segments. This is around 60% of US sales.
FY21 group net profit estimates are reduced by -39%. Gearing is also uncomfortably high for the broker,
although not expected to test covenants.
Rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target lowered to $21.50 from $33.50.
NETWEALTH GROUP LIMITED ((NWL)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/4/1
Specialist platforms have been resilient in the March quarter, amid ongoing net inflows that have supported
funds under management in both bull and bear markets.
Rising cash balances and higher transaction volumes have also provided a further buffer to revenue in soft
markets.
As Netwealth has rallied 60% from recent intraday lows, Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from Buy. Target is
raised to $7.70 from $7.55.
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED ((PDL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 4/3/0
A reduction in Pendal Group's March quarter assets under management of -15.2% outpaced that of the MSCI
world index of -9% due to record outflows, UBS notes.
The broker expects an improvement into FY21 as virus-related volatility subsides, but still sees headwinds for
flows and performance fees in the higher margin JOHCM funds, posing a key risk to consensus forecasts.
Given revenue pressures UBS expects cost controls to be a feature in the second half, but as the stock has
rallied 55% off its lows the broker downgrades to Neutral. Target unchanged at $5.55.
See also PDL upgrade.
RESOLUTE MINING LIMITED ((RSG)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/1/0
The company has updated on the Syama oxide project in Mali. Strong results have been returned from satellite
projects.
The company is evaluating an underground sulphide operation, although Macquarie believes an extension of
the high-grade oxide open pit would be more meaningful for the near term.
The broker downgrades to Neutral from Outperform following recent strength in the share price. Target is
lifted 5% to $1.05.
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED ((WHC)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 4/2/1
The March quarter result was weak, in Macquarie's view, with production from all four operating mines below
forecasts. Production guidance is unchanged and sales volume guidance has been reduced.
The broker expects Whitehaven Coal will miss production forecasts but achieve sales guidance in FY20.
Falling coal prices have heightened the downside risk to the broker's forecasts and the rating is downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral. Target is reduced to $1.80 from $2.10.
WISETECH GLOBAL LIMITED ((WTC)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/2/0
Ord Minnett reassesses the stock since upgrading to Buy on February 28. As a result, the rating is downgraded
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to Hold from Buy and the target lowered to $16.70 from $18.70. Earnings estimates are unchanged.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes

Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
ADELAIDE BRIGHTON LIMITED
2
BWP TRUST
3
CHARTER HALL RETAIL REIT
4
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED
5
CSR LIMITED
6
G8 EDUCATION LIMITED
7
G8 EDUCATION LIMITED
8
INVOCARE LIMITED
9
OZ MINERALS LIMITED
10
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED
11
PROSPA GROUP LTD
12
TRANSURBAN GROUP
Downgrade
13
AFTERPAY LIMITED
14
AFTERPAY LIMITED
15
ALTIUM LIMITED
16
AUSTRALIAN FINANCE GROUP LTD
17
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
18
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED
19
CSL LIMITED
20
FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED
21
GWA GROUP LIMITED
22
JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V.
23
NETWEALTH GROUP LIMITED
24
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED
25
RESOLUTE MINING LIMITED
26
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
27
WISETECH GLOBAL LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy

Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral

Ord Minnett
UBS
UBS
Citi
Ord Minnett
Macquarie
UBS
UBS
Morgans
Morgans
Macquarie
Morgans

Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral

Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy

Citi
UBS
Ord Minnett
Morgans
Citi
Ord Minnett
Citi
Ord Minnett
Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Ord Minnett
UBS
Macquarie
Macquarie
Ord Minnett
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Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
GEM G8 EDUCATION LIMITED
2
BWP BWP TRUST
3
CQR CHARTER HALL RETAIL REIT
4
IVC
INVOCARE LIMITED
5
TCL TRANSURBAN GROUP
6
OZL OZ MINERALS LIMITED
7
CCL COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED
8
ABC ADELAIDE BRIGHTON LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
20.0%
-50.0%
-8.0%
50.0%
21.0%
64.0%
29.0%
21.0%

Rating Change Recs
-20.0%
40.0% 5
-83.0%
33.0% 3
-25.0%
17.0% 6
33.0%
17.0% 6
7.0%
14.0% 7
50.0%
14.0% 7
21.0%
8.0% 7
14.0%
7.0% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
WTC WISETECH GLOBAL LIMITED
2
APT AFTERPAY LIMITED
3
ALU ALTIUM LIMITED
4
JHX JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V.
5
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
6
CSL CSL LIMITED
7
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
8
PPH PUSHPAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
9
ECX ECLIPX GROUP LIMITED
10
FLT FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED

New RatingPrevious Rating Change Recs
33.0%
67.0%
-34.0% 3
33.0%
67.0%
-34.0% 6
67.0%
100.0%
-33.0% 3
75.0%
92.0%
-17.0% 6
42.0%
58.0%
-16.0% 6
29.0%
43.0%
-14.0% 7
43.0%
57.0%
-14.0% 7
38.0%
50.0%
-12.0% 4
50.0%
60.0%
-10.0% 4
75.0%
83.0%
-8.0% 6

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
BWP BWP TRUST
2
CSL CSL LIMITED
3
TCL TRANSURBAN GROUP

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
3.147
3.103
1.42% 3
314.814
310.729
1.31% 7
13.189
13.094
0.73% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
GEM G8 EDUCATION LIMITED
2
FLT FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED
3
JHX JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V.
4
ECX ECLIPX GROUP LIMITED
5
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
6
APT AFTERPAY LIMITED
7
IVC
INVOCARE LIMITED
8
CQR CHARTER HALL RETAIL REIT
9
CCL COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED
10
ALU ALTIUM LIMITED

New TargetPrevious
1.214
13.445
29.833
1.385
2.629
27.035
12.710
3.870
10.853
34.267

Target Change Recs
1.558
-22.08% 5
15.542
-13.49% 6
34.000
-12.26% 6
1.500
-7.67% 4
2.803
-6.21% 7
28.770
-6.03% 6
13.452
-5.52% 6
4.087
-5.31% 6
11.424
-5.00% 7
35.667
-3.93% 3

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
MTS METCASH LIMITED
2
OZL OZ MINERALS LIMITED
3
PPH PUSHPAY HOLDINGS LIMITED
4
MP1 MEGAPORT LIMITED
5
COL COLES GROUP LIMITED
6
HUB HUB24 LIMITED
7
APT AFTERPAY LIMITED
8
JHX JAMES HARDIE INDUSTRIES N.V.

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
23.675
22.717
4.22% 6
26.427
25.723
2.74% 7
8.235
8.024
2.63% 4
-25.100
-25.433
1.31% 3
71.304
70.684
0.88% 7
20.820
20.640
0.87% 5
-19.017
-19.183
0.87% 6
119.746
119.086
0.55% 6
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9
10

WOW
OSH

WOOLWORTHS LIMITED
OIL SEARCH LIMITED

140.700
2.339

140.033
2.332

0.48%
0.30%

5
6

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
FLT FLIGHT CENTRE LIMITED
2
QAN QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
3
QBE QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED
4
GEM G8 EDUCATION LIMITED
5
SYD SYDNEY AIRPORT HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
SXY SENEX ENERGY LIMITED
7
VEA VIVA ENERGY GROUP LIMITED
8
SGR THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED
9
HLS HEALIUS LIMITED
10
IEL
IDP EDUCATION LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-77.871
-18.429 -322.55% 6
-7.020
9.180 -176.47% 5
-1.116
59.631 -101.87% 7
2.540
12.900
-80.31% 5
1.983
5.983
-66.86% 7
0.133
0.388
-65.72% 6
3.498
7.073
-50.54% 6
7.597
11.263
-32.55% 7
11.090
13.715
-19.14% 4
17.400
20.920
-16.83% 5

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Squeeze Is On
The uranium spot price continues to soar on ongoing supply curtailment.
-Cameco extends Cigar Lake shutdown
-Spot uranium price up 35% in a month
-Rio Tinto records record uranium production
By Greg Peel
Last month Cameco shut down its Cigar Lake mine – the world’s largest operating uranium mine – for a month,
as directed by the Canadian Federal and Saskatchewan state governments for the sake of worker safety. Last
week Cameco announced the shutdown would be extended – indefinitely.
The twist in the tale is Cameco has stood as a major buyer in the uranium spot market for some time now after
first shuttering some operations when spot prices fell below the cost of production, and more recently shutting
up shop on virus fears. The less Cameco produces, the more it has to buy in the market to satisfy existing
delivery contracts, and the more it buys, the higher the spot uranium price rises.
This fact is not lost on sellers of uranium, which currently are mostly traders given little uranium is being
produced. Traders also dominate the buy-side as they attempt to exploit obligatory demand from producers
such as Cameco, and this equation has resulted in a 35% jump in the uranium spot price in less than a month.
Utilities? There’s a smattering of demand from end-users, but realistically there is no sign of urgency in needing
to secure product before prices run up any higher.
This week saw speculators caught out in the WTI crude oil futures market. Speculators are dominating the
uranium market while producers can do nothing about it, such as restart production, while virus lockdowns
persist.
Last week saw significant volume in the spot market, with 22 transactions concluded totalling 2.6mlbs U3O8
equivalent, industry consultant TradeTech reports. TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator rose US$2.75 to
US$32.25/lb, up an average 8% per week over the last month and 25% year on year.
Unlike the oil market, the uranium market has not suffered demand destruction. On the contrary, nuclear
power is flowing freely as an essential service at this time, with nuclear plants taking precautions but already
quite familiar with the concept of worker safety. Yet utility demand has not jumped.
There were a couple of small transactions completed in the mid-term market last week, TradeTech reports,
for just beyond the spot delivery window. TradeTech’s term price indicators remain at US$31.00/lb (mid) and
US$34.00/lb (long).
How long can this speculator-driven spot price rally last? Ask the virus.
Rio Tinto
In December 2013, a leach tank failed at the Ranger Mine in Australia’s Northern Territory, owned by Energy
Resources of Australia ((ERA)), which itself was then two-thirds owned by Rio Tinto ((RIO)). The failure shut
down mining and a clean-up began.
Since that time ERA has been producing uranium from stockpiled ore. Last year the company announced a
rights issue to raise the funds required for the rehabilitation of the Ranger project area – a move supported by
its majority shareholder. Following the completion of that rights issue, Rio Tinto, having recently offloaded its
interest in the Rossing uranium mine in Namibia, moved to an 86% shareholding in ERA.
As a result, Rio reported record uranium production in the March quarter, up 5% year on year, but simply
because of the increased shareholding.
Rehabilitation at Ranger is expected to be completed in six to seven years.
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The Wrap: Property, Retailers & Fund
Managers
Weekly Broker Wrap: property, retailers, fund managers, banks, and engineering & construction.
-Negative impact likely on office sector as Australian jobless rate surges
-Unprecedented demand in supermarkets & liquor retailing
-Other retailers are benefiting, too, from online
-Benchmark comparisons important for fund managers as crisis passes
-Engineering & construction appears resilient amid limited mining disruption
By Eva Brocklehurst
Property
Traditionally a higher jobless rate has coincided with weaker growth in rental across the office, retail and
industrial sectors, amid heightened vacancies, Morgan Stanley notes. The broker expects Australian
unemployment will increase to 9% in 2020 before settling at 7.9% by December.
The broker's analysis suggests Sydney office vacancies could increase to more than 10% as unemployment rises.
Bond yields and the spread created by distribution yields, an historical driver of A-REITs, is less relevant in the
short-term because of rental income uncertainty.
The main impact from the upward trajectory of unemployment is the risk that it traditionally holds for real
estate rentals and demand. Hence, Morgan Stanley believes there could be a negative impact on office
property for providers such as Dexus Property ((DXS)), GPT Group ((GPT)), Stockland ((SGP)) and Mirvac
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((MGR)).
Retailers
Australian retail sales were up 9.8% year on year in March, an acceleration versus February. Overall, UBS
expects retail sales will normalise after April as stockpiling abates, the full impact of the decline in shopping
centre traffic becomes evident and headwinds from housing kick in.
The broker retains a preference for grocery and high-quality discretionary names such as JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) and
Premier Investments ((PMV)). UBS also notes retailer balance sheets are solid, with the former two along with
Harvey Norman ((HVN)) having the strongest balance sheets. Retailers with higher leverage include Myer
((MYR)) and Super Retail ((SUL)).
Macquarie highlights unprecedented demand in supermarkets and liquor retailing from the retail sales data,
while electronics, hardware & garden sales are elevated too. Online sales are up 150-180% for many food &
liquor categories, industry feedback indicates.
The broker points out Woolworths ((WOW)) is planning to double online sales capacity. Although supermarket
expenditure has peaked, Macquarie believes there will be a sustained positive impact on the top line over 2020
and 2021 as a result of the pandemic and economic slowdown.
Goldman Sachs has anecdotal evidence to suggest that estimates of extremely high sales in March prompted by
stockpiling, followed by relatively strong sales from increased at-home consumption, will remain of benefit to
supermarkets.
Data from offshore has indicated trends in the food sector that should be similar in Australia. The British Retail
Consortium's March sales estimate indicates food sales were up 13.4% while US Catalina data on grocery sales
suggests growth of 28% in the first week of March and 78% and 60% in the subsequent two weeks respectively.
Australians are still spending, not just in supermarkets. Citi notes do-it-yourself categories and online are
growing and overall retail is expected to hold onto its share of GDP.
Trading conditions remain difficult but the broker points out households have limited alternatives in directing
discretionary expenditure. Automotive, baby goods, hardware, electronics, pharmacy and sporting goods are
all experiencing better sales growth. Even with this expenditure households are still saving more as well, on
the broker's calculations.
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Moreover, online growth is unlikely to reverse and could account for 20% of non-food retail by 2022, up from
14% today. Citi favours Baby Bunting ((BBN)), Beacon Lighting ((BCN)), Harvey Norman and Super Retail.
While the timing of a consumer recovery is difficult to predict, Morgan Stanley expects a return to more
normal conditions by the second half of FY21. Most apparel retailers have announced store closures for at least
one month and there is a possibility of little or no revenue, unless there is a strong online offering such as that
provided by City Chic Collective ((CCX)), Premier Investments and Accent Group ((AX1)).
The former two and Kathmandu ((KMD)), which recently raised capital, are considered relatively better
positioned in terms of liquidity. While cutting estimates across the board for FY20 and FY21 Morgan Stanley
believes, with average share price declines of -40-45% from their peak, this is factored into consensus
expectations.
Over the next several months the broker cannot rule out further capital raisings and negative revisions to
earnings estimates. The lowest risk is assessed for City Chic, as around 66% of revenue is online, and for Baby
Bunting and The Reject Shop ((TRS)), as stores are still open.
Fund Managers
Ord Minnett assesses Magellan Financial ((MFG)), downgraded to Hold, and Hyperion are the best performing
global managers under coverage, with a strong foundation for retail flows to grow after the crisis has passed.
This creates significant potential in performance fees if sustained.
The best performing affiliates among the Pinnacle Investments' ((PNI)) portfolio are Hyperion and ResCap
Global, in the broker's view. The records versus benchmarks become of particular importance as the crisis
passes, when advisers look to allocate funds to managers, and are less so in the midst of the crisis as retail
flows typically dry up.
The broker asserts Pacific Current ((PAC)) has resilient revenue streams while Platinum Asset Management
((PTM)) has a cheap price/earnings ratio that is offset by a troubling recent performance record.
Banks
Morgans anticipates significant collective provisioning in the upcoming first half results of the major banks
under the recently introduced AASB9 accounting standard for the classification of financial instruments. Credit
impairment forecasts are now front-loaded, which has resulted in significant reductions to the broker's FY20
cash earnings forecasts along with increases to the outer years.
Morgans believes assumptions around the duration of the lock-down in Australia are likely to influence the
forward-looking macro economic scenarios that banks will consider. While impaired assets will increase over
the next six months the increase should be contained because banks are offering debt moratoriums of up to six
months for a range of customers.
Engineers & Construction
The engineering & construction sector seems more resilient than Goldman Sachs previously expected, as
quarterly reports signal limited disruption across Australia's mining industry. Some impact is expected from
coronavirus restrictions over coming months and the broker moderates near-term assumptions.
Goldman Sachs continues to recommend investors target production exposure within mining services and
reiterates a Buy rating on Seven Group ((SVW)) and Orica ((ORI)). The broker also upgrades Emeco ((EHL)) to
Buy, given a similar theme.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Rudi's View: Now That We Had That Rally...
Dear time-poor reader: what does the future look like and why are so many cheap stocks still looking so...
cheap?
Now That We Had That Rally...
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
The official mantra says financial markets are forward-looking.
The heavy sell-off that pulled the ASX200 some -38% from its all-time record high in February has thus been
swiftly followed up by a 25% rally. This doesn't necessarily tell us anything about what follows next.
I note a number of financial market analysts and commentators who had been bullish in recent weeks have now
turned a tad more cautious, taking profits while recommending their clientele does the same.
In simple terms, global equities have clawed back more than half of all the damage that was done upon the
break-out of the covid-19 pandemic and the general realisation that a deep global recession is now taking
place.
The driver behind this claw-back was a V-shaped recovery in investor optimism, but economies and corporate
profits won't be bouncing equally as quickly.
Not in most cases.
Hence while in theory this market bounce is all about investors looking beyond the immediate impact, in
practice most money flowing into equities has favoured the solid defensives, the few beneficiaries, the High
Quality sustainable growth stocks, and the least vulnerable business models of the future.
Add iron ore and gold and you can pretty much identify the basket of "winners" in the local share market up
until this point in 2020.
They say that major crises change trends and trajectories, but thus far the Great Economic Recession of 2020
isn't changing much; if anything it is emphasising and confirming trends that were already in place.
Coming into the February sell-off, many a professional asset manager could be heard complaining about
exuberant valuations for Growth stocks while a majority of cheap Value stocks was attracting the attention of
none, but, as equally highlighted by strategists at JP Morgan recently, the gap between the two polar
opposites in terms of investment styles has simply blown out further in the two months since.
Previously, the relative gap between, say, a2 Milk ((a2M)), CSL ((CSL)), Woolworths ((WOW)), and
TechnologyOne ((TNE)) on the "expensive" side and Westpac ((WBC)), Ardent Leisure ((ALG)), Scentre Group
((SCG)), and Adelaide Brighton ((ABC)) on the cheaper side had constantly been pushing boundaries, to great
frustration of many.
Two months later and the relative gap between "Expensive" and "Cheap", "Growth" versus "Value" has blown out
to proportions that may have never been witnessed, certainly not over the past two decades.
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At first glance, this makes perfect sense. When separating the share market in two opposing baskets, analysts
standard add "Quality" to the "Growth" basket and most Quality stocks in Australia are once again proving their
resilience when corporate profits across the board are taking giant hits.
Thus while forecasts for global corporate profits have been falling off the cliff recently, quite literally, any
changes affecting the outlook for TechnologyOne, a2 Milk and the like have been rather benign.
The other side of the coin reveals very much a devastating blow to forecasts for companies like Scentre Group
and Westpac. There is an argument to be made this pandemic has hit a number of sectors incredibly hard
-think tourism, casinos, airlines, pubs and retailers- and such direct impact supersedes any notion of "Quality"
and resilience under normal conditions.
This is true, beyond discussion. But this does not negate the fact that many of the "cheaper" valued companies
were already seriously struggling because of shifting industry dynamics on the back of aging demographics,
changing spending patterns and technological disruption.
When looked upon from a bird's eye perspective, there is an equally valid argument to be made that this year's
pandemic and recession are accelerating already existing trends and changes in societies, with even more
negative impact for already struggling companies and sectors.
One observation that supports this narrative is the fact that in Australia forecasts for dividends are falling
harder than forecasts for profits. This indicates many can no longer afford the elevated pay-out ratios from
the past. More cash is needed to sustain the business, to repair the balance sheet, and to invest in growth (if
not "survival").
As many self-managing investors and retirees in Australia have become dependent on income derived from
equities, many will be in for a serious shock to the household budget this year. Many SMSF portfolios are
equally exposed to property markets where tenants failing, declining values and temporary rent relief
accumulate blow upon blow.
If there is one forecast I am confidently putting forward for the post covid-19 recovery world it is that
household spending in Australia will not quickly bounce back to pre-February trends. I think investors should
prepare for a more benign trajectory, with overall growth to remain at lower trend level for years to come.
On top of this, many an economist is predicting we will all remain cautious for longer, which essentially means
more frugal, more savings, more spending on non-discretionary items.
Retailers might enjoy rent relief during this lockdown period, but they likely face higher rent later in
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Retailers might enjoy rent relief during this lockdown period, but they likely face higher rent later in
compensation, or fewer customers, or accelerated investments in online.
Many will find themselves in Struggle Street even after surviving this year's lockdown.
The most obvious second derivative of this negative outcome are the landlords of these retailers. Not only do
they have to bridge rent relief during lockdown, lower trend spending later negatively impacts on income and
asset valuations.
In similar fashion, tough times for SMEs and larger businesses will impact on owners and managers of office
spaces.
Intertwined with all these debt-and-income related challenges are, of course, the Australian banks. Too many
investors (and market commentators) casually assume that whatever happens to the banks will be temporary in
nature and under worst case scenarios only.
In reality, Australian banks have struggled since 2015, when sector share prices peaked, to keep the
operational momentum positive and margins, profits and dividends have all remained under pressure since, as
did share prices that as a direct result could not keep up with the broader market over that period.
Many an investor (and market commentator) too casually assumes that a cheaper share price means
"opportunity", but a cheaper share price does not alleviate the operational challenges that are yet to show up
for the banks.
Rent relief during lockdown means there are no bankruptcies to deal with. Those corporate failings will follow
once the economy is ready to pick itself up again.
As I pointed out recently, the banks did not cut their dividends during the GFC; they did so in 2010 after the
global recession had become a feature of the past.
This time around APRA, the bank regulator, has already put a lid on shareholders' expectations regarding bank
dividends.
Another observation to note is that analysts updating their forecasts for the sector are now assuming total
dividends paid out in FY19 (last year) won't be seen again until in four years from now. Of course, those
estimates might prove too downbeat, but they also might not be.
It is probably no coincidence that banks have struggled during times of exceptionally low interest rates and
bond yields, and both have been at historically low levels in many countries around the world. This year
Australia has joined in.
Yet another trend that has been further solidified in 2020: interest rates and bond yields are near zero and not
going anywhere in a hurry.
Lower for longer. The trend reversal for bonds and interest rates has been forecast too often by too many over
the years past. If anything, the trend has progressed further in the opposite direction.
Will we ever see inflation announcing itself ever again? Possibly and potentially, but not anytime soon because
major economic crises are deflationary, and their affect lasts for years into the future.
One final observation (for now) that I believe has received virtually no attention thus far concerns the capital
destruction that is taking place among beaten-down share prices of vulnerable companies in need of extra
capital.
When the likes of Webjet ((WEB)), Flight Centre ((FLT)), oOh!media ((OML)) and Southern Cross Media ((SXL))
raise extra capital at a significant discount from an already heavily sold-down share price, they are essentially
locking in a permanently lower base from which the respective management teams can (hopefully) start
building again.
At first glance, these capital raising are excellent news for institutional investors with plenty of cash to
allocate and it is from this perspective that most commentary and research is being conducted. Share prices
rallied after successful capital expansion.
What is seldom explained is that because the existing capital is often enlarged by 60%, 80% or even 100% (and
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more), loyal shareholders who bought their shares at much higher level, and are likely not granted the same
opportunity as their institutional counterparts, have instantly been condemned to eternal losses on their
capital. And I am talking serious and significant losses.
Probably the best way to illustrate this is through the updates that are occurring for respective companies.
From Stock Analysis on the FNArena website:
-UBS has the only updated target price for Southern Cross Media post capital raising but that target has now
fallen to 20c. Only last year the consensus target sat at $1.20. Meanwhile the share price has settled around
14c, down from $1.40 last year;
-Updated target prices for oOh!media are within the range $1.15-$1.25 compared with $4.50-plus one year
ago. The share price is now at 81c. Up from 50c prior to the raising, but down from $4.50 last year;
-The newly updated consensus price target for Flight Centre of $13.44 compares with $49 twelve months ago;
-The newly updated consensus price target for Webjet has settled at $3.76. Last year it stood at $17.
Those retail investors who can never sell out of a stock unless it rallies back to the level of entry are now faced
with the prospect of having been turned into a lifelong shareholder.
This is not to say these companies cannot by definition grow in years to come, but everyone who knows a few
things about maths will agree with me on the prior statement.
Note not all capital raisings are of the same nature. When NextDC ((NXT)) opportunistically raised additional
capital, the valuation for the business went up, not down. This is because the additional funds will be used to
fund and accelerate the company's growth through building and fitting out more data centres.
In summary, it's easy to look at today's share price graphs and think: oh my, there must be so many
opportunities out there. In reality investors will be best off by thinking very hard what a world post recession
and post covid-19 pandemic might look like.
Not all questions can be answered right away, but then you don't have to take on board the risk of the great
unknown either. Stay patient, level-headed and risk-averse. Try not to be hoodwinked by a "cheap" looking
valuation.
That's what I intend to do myself.
****
FNArena subscribers have access to a dedicated section on the website on my research into All-Weather
Performers (in many cases probably best referred to as High Quality sustainable growers).
See also my writings from the weeks past:
-No Time For Over-Confidence
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/04/16/rudis-view-no-time-for-over-confidence/
-Cheap Quality & Conviction Calls (Must read for everyone looking to upgrade his/her portfolio)
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/04/10/rudis-view-cheap-quality-conviction-calls/
-How Deep, How Long, How Far?
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/04/09/how-deep-how-long-how-far/
-Bear Market Observations
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/04/03/rudis-view-bear-market-observations/
-How To Survive The 2020 Bear Market
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/04/02/how-to-survive-the-2020-bear-market/
-Global Recession Is Next
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/03/27/rudis-view-global-recession-is-next/
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-Things To Watch, Expect, And Avoid
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/03/26/rudis-view-things-to-watch-expect-and-avoid/
-All-Weather Stocks & Cash
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/03/19/rudis-view-all-weather-stocks-cash/
-The Bear Market That Changes The World
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2020/03/17/rudis-view-the-bear-market-that-changes-the-world/
(This story was written on Monday 20th April, 2020. It was published on the day in the form of an email
to paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $440 (incl GST) for twelve months or $245 for six and can be purchased here (depending on
your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index2.cfm?type=dsp_signup
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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This Report should be read in conjunction with our terms and disclaimer on page 17. 
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